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the havers left the oourt. The petition averred that the United States
commissioner who issued the warrant
for Legleitner's arrest, was without
jurisdiction; that it was issued without hearing evidence; that the affi
davit on which the warrant was based
was insufficient, and that the detention of the alleged dynamite
conspirator is contra v to the laws and
the constitution of the United States.
Legleitner Is charged with illegally LIEUTENANT WHO TOOK TROOPS
transporting 45 pounds of dynamite
TERRITHROUGH
MEXICAN
from Bellefontaine, Ohio, to Indiana
TORY IS UNDER ARREST

UNITED

WILL INTRODUCE

FEBRUARY

hui ales left. here today in ,.u.0aa ot
a L.aad ot bandits who looked ranches

WILL PUNISH

Nogales. The band was organized in this city. Another band
is reported to have attackeu Baca
nuchi. According u a report psosil
od ....
(today auiiKuueiu uymtpa-tuizuiat Magdalena, uie home oi
colonel Kosterlitsky, the famous rural chief, liberated ol prisoners from
the cuartel. Later these
were armed and they have taken tae
held.

poli8.

16,

Americans have been isolated from the rest Of
the city for more than a week, are
(Continued on Paee Four)
At Palomas, on the border line just in a lamentable condition. Many of
south of Columbus, N. M., the rebels the inhabitants have been found dying
are reported to be permitting goods of hunger. The cemeteries have in
of all kinds to come into Mexico at some cases been undermined and
A NEGRO CONVICT
one-hatariff duties. corpses are floating in the streets.
the regular
While conditions in Juarez are said Relief stations have been organized
to be favorable to the government, and succor is bring given to .persons
KILLS PRISONMATE conditions
farther west in Chihuahua, in distress.
particularly the Casas Grandes region, are still unsettled. There is
ED. DELHANTIE RUNS AMUCK IN much
opposition to the government JOHNSON-FLYN- N
MATCH
SAN QUENTIN PENITENTIARY;
and the rebels there cqntinue to inBELIEVED INSANE.
terfere with the running of trains.
OCCUR IN VEGAS
Railway communication between MexSan Quentin, Cal Feb. 16. Armed ico
City and Oaxaca in the south har
with a sharp pointed file, Edward
been interrupted.
a negro convict believed to be
BY
HAS BEEN POSTED
MONEY
insane, ran amuck in the prison yard
LOCAL PROMOTERS AND JACK
A Loop His Undoing
today and killed William Kauffman, a
CURLEY AS A GUARANTEE
fellow prisoner, while William PeterEl Paso, Texas, Feb. 16. Lieutenson, also a convict, received fatal ant B, W. Fields, Eighteenth United
On July 4 Jack Johnson and Jim-mi- e
wounds.
The negro sprang at Peter- States infantry, ordered arrested at
Flynn will meet in Las Vegas to
son as the convicts ,lined up for Fort Bliss today by the war departwho shall hold the title of
decide
breakfast. When Peterson fell he fled ment for invading Mexico with armed
boxer
across the yard encountering and soldiers of the United States, got into world's champion heavyweight
and
world.
of
Charles
the
O'Malley
stabbing Kauffman as he ran. As the difficulty yesterday by unintenin bringmen
interested
local
other
Delhantie stood at Day against the wall tionally taking his men across the inmornGuard Duffy walked up to him and ternational line on a street car to ing the giant boxers here this
of
to
Jack
Curley
telegraphed
ing
quietly asked for tne file. The negro save a short walk to the post to which
gave it up and went to his cell with- tney had been arraigned as border Chicago, manager for Flynn and promoter of the big bout, that the reout resistance.
Delhantie was senguards. Street cars to Juarez from quired forfeit or guarantee had been
tenced far an unnatural crime.
Ei Paso cross into Mexico lrom Stan
posted. This action was taken in ac
ton street and after making a loop
cordance with a message from Curley
in Juarez, return to El Paso over the
to the effect that Johnson and Flynn
STANDARD'S MIX-U- P
Santa Fe street bridge, three blocks had both
posted their forfeit money
west.
Fields was ordered to take In the
Windy City and that he had
IS TO DE SETTLED his command to the Santa Fe street backed his determination to stage the
bridge for guard duty and, instead mill here with a substantial guaranof leaving the car at the internation
tee of good faith.
MEMBERS OF BOARD OF DIRECT- a line and marching west on Ameri
between
Articles of agreement
i an
ORS SUBPOENAED TO TELL
soil, to the Santa Fe street
Curley and the local promoters have
ABOUT ANNUAL MEET.
bridge, he remained aboard, with his been
signed by Curley and are on
command under arms, intending to their
here by registered mail to
way
St. Louis, Feb. 16. attorneys and ride around the loop through Mexico.
receive the required signatures. They
representatives of the Standard
The soldiers were taken off by Mex- are
Anotner Man Arrested
expected to arrive tonight. When
interests who attended ican guards as soon as they reached
16.
a
On
the document is finally signed by both
Saratoga, N. Y., Feb.
Waters-Pierc- e
of
the
annual
the
meeting
Mexican soil but were soon released
will
he no longer
charge of conspiracy in transporting
Oil company, have been served, and allowed to return to the Ameri- partiesc there
to
state
one
another,
from
the slightest trace of a doubt that
dynamite
was
it
announced
with
subpoe- can side of the river. The" incident
today,
William K: Benson, who was president nas to
the big boxing match will occur here.
appear Monday and give depo- frightened the people of Juarez who
of the Detroit federation of. labor in
In his letters and messages Curley
emsition regarding the metnods
thought intervention had come.
1910, was arrested at Ms farmner
has stated that Johnson and Flynn
in
Rockefeller
interests
the
ployed
by
Street cars resumed running to are both
Barkervilte today and brought here.
pleased with his report on
"
Juarez, this morning after a suspen the situation in New Mexico
Z
Benson, who is 36 years old, was one OI1 company.
They
Qf
sjon Qf 2i hQwa ag &
wnic labor leaders recently, inof I
regard it as an excellent training
The subpoenas were served on M. can
JT
soldiers crossing into Mexico place and an admirable location in
.1
,
, .
,.
dicted at Indianapolis.
II IV
' . I ,111
aUUj . , U11L, 1H.1..1
with their arms on a street car. News which to stage the big open air perN'ew York, R. W. Stewart of Chicago
reached Juarez this morning that
Leoi'itner Seeks Release
formance. The big wielders of the
and George N. Mayer of Kansas City.
captured the town of Guer padded mitts are in Chicago and are
Denver, Colo, Feb. 16. Judge Lew- It is believed that the taking of the
is in the United States district court depositions will serve to stay the rero in Chihuahua last nighL The expected to post their forfeits today.
here today declined to hear a petition mandamus proceedings before the cir- - state legislature of Chihuahua has
sent peace commissioners to all parts
fcr the issuance of a writ of habeas
court tomorrow.
GIANTS BEGIN TRAINING
of the state to endeavor to induce the
corpus fo? Henry W. Legleitner, ar
are
to
The mandamua proceedings
re-- j
New
indictment
rebels
of
to
on
an
return
the
York, Feb. 16. Manager Mc
ranks
the
to
rested today
force H CJay p,eroe an(J
8,
Graw of the New York Nationals and
turned at Indianapolis. Simon J. Hel owners of the minoruy stock in the Maderlstas.
ler of Mullins and Heller, counsel for Waters-PiercTroops have been sent from Cana-nfe- a squad of young recruits started to
Oil company, to certify
into the mountains after the day for Marlin, Texas, for prelimin
the petitioner, announced that they the voteg of the Rockefeller stock-woultry to bring the matter before holders in the Missouri corporation, troops who rebeled there two nights ary practice on southern grounds
the supreme court of the United pierce contends that the votes should ago. The troops have orders to show Members of the regular team will
States.
join McGraw and his recruits for
not be counted, and in a statement, his no mercy to the rebels, if captured.
training in two weeks. A second
Judge Lewis listened only to the lawyers charged that the Standaru Oil
Prisoner Bear Arms
first part of the petition. Catching its company was attempting to perpetusquad of recruits will Join at St
Louis.
Cananea, Sonora, Mex., Feb. 16.- tVrjft, he declined to hear more, and ate a trust.
States

protect the

now at Tlahualillo,

state

of Durango.
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disputes that have been waged be
tween the line and the staff for 25
years, officers of the department do
not believe the trial will consume
much time.
It is believed the evidence will be principally documentary.
including the orders and reports issued from the adjurant general's office within the last four years and
especially the letter made public yesterday from Secretary Stimson to
THE CHARGES AGAINST GENERAL General Ainsworth formally charging SLAYERS
OF FRED
GUELZOW,
him with disrespectful conduct.
AINSWORTH HAVE CAUSED
FOUR
IN
NUMBER, HINGED
In view of the limited accommodaCONGRESSIONAL ACTION.
IN CHICAGO JAIL:
tion at the department the court probably will assemble at the war college
MAY INCLUDE LEONARD WOOD or at Fort Myer, across the Potomac. FIFTH MAN WAS A NEGRO
General Ainsworth maintains the reticence he has steadfastly occupied
THE PROBE PROBABLY WILL BE since Secretary Stimson's letter was THOMAS JENNINGS' LIFE TAKEN
made public. It is understood he now
PUSHED INTO HIS RECORD
IN REPARATION FOR KILLING
is arranging for counsel and preparAS GOVERNOR OF CUBA.
CLARENCE HILLER.
ing his defense.

GENERAL INQUIRY

FIVE

LIKELY WILL BE

against him. The application
for retirement takes effect today.

DEATH

PENALTY

It

BRYAN IS COMING
was announced today in Las

Ve-

gas that William J. Bryan, three times
democratic candidate for
president.
and acknowledged leader of the democratic party, will be In Las Vegas
on February 21.
Mr. Bryan
is In
Phoenix, Ariz., where he went to d
the Inauguration of Governor
W. P. Hunt as chief executive of the
new state, and will stop off at several
points in New Mexico of which Tas
Vegas is one. The democrats will
undoubtedly turn out to meet Mr.
Bryan. Las Vegas wil be given an
opportunity to listen to the "silver
tongued orator' as he is often called.
Plans for his entertainment will he
made and also for a public address
at the Duncan opera house.
Mr. Bryan will make his first stop
he will deliver an address at the Elks'
in New Mexico In Albuquerque, where
theater on Tuesday night. He expects to go to Santa Fe on Wednesday morning and come to Las Vegas
In the evening. In the Duke City
plans for a banquet and reception
have been made and no doubt the
same order wil prevail in Las Vegas,
provided of course Mr. Bryan is here
lonj; enough.

LAWYERS MAKE STRONG FIGHT
COUNSEL

LEFT

FOR CONDEMNED
NO LEGAL STONE

TURNED

TO SAVE

MEN
UN-

THEM.

Chicago, Feb. 16. The four
ot Fred Guelzow were hanged
in the jail today. They were Ewald
mur-dere-

and Frank Shiblawski, who died together first, and Phillip Sommerling
and Thomas Schultz, who met death
a few minutes later. Thomas Jennings, the negro slayer of Clarence
Hiller, the gallows' fifth victim, wa
saved, for a short time by the plea
of his lawyers before a federal court
that in being forced to make thumb
prints his constitutional immunity
from having to testify against himself
had been violated. He, too, was
hanged when Judge Landis declined
to interfere.
Desperate eleventh nour efforts
were made by sympathizers to save
the lives of the Guelzow slayers. A
Polish Catholic priest declared before Judge McKinley in the superior
court that he believed the youths were
insane.
While the death march of the Shib
lawski brothers was In progress a
bailiff from Judge McKimey's court
summoned Jailer Davies to court. But
PACKERS' TRIAL
three minutes before the bailiff's arrival the Shiblawskis had been
hanged. Davies refused to obey the
DELAYED TODAY summons to the superior court. In
stead Chief Deputy Peters telephoned
to the judge that two of the men had
CONFERENCE OF COUNSEL WITH been hanged and the execution of the
JUDGE REGARDING LEE TRIAL,
other two would proceed unless a for
No writ was
CAUSE OF HALT.
mal writ prevented.
issued and Sommerling and Schultz
Chicago, Feb. 16 The packers' followed their companions on the galtrial was delayed today pending a con- lows.
ference of counsel for both sides and
Representatives of the state's attor
Judge Carpenter in regard to the trial ney's office resisted the attempt to
of T. G. Lee, one of the managers of stop the executions and told Judge
the beef department of Armour & McKinley that the petition alleging
Company, indicted on a charge of insanity, which under the law is a
perjury in August, 1910, growing out bar to execution, was presented only
of a gjrand jury investigation of the for delay.
This was denied by counsel for the
packers.
The Lee case was on Judge Landis' condemned men and a wordy alterca
calendar and was continued until next tion occupied the minutes in which
Monday morning by agreement. Later the four were being prepared for the
the question of postponing the trial gallows.
Judge McKinley declined
until after the conclusion of the pres- to permit the petition to be filed until
ent packers' trial was discussed. Al- it had been read. The prosecutors in
though no decision was reached it sisted that the petition, which was
Is probable that the Lee case will signed by Reverend RepinsKi was not
not be tried until after the packers' in accord with the facts. While the
executions of the Guelzow murderers
trial Is finished.
When the packers' trial was re- were taking place Jennings' counsel
sumed H. A. Russell, beef sales man- were arguing before United States
ager for Armour & Company, identi- District Court Judge Landis on the
fied weekly margin summaries for Ar- habeas corpus writ they asKed yesmour & Company, and said copies of terday.
the sheets were sent to the managers
of the beef department and cattle
A BANKER ARRESTED
buyers.
Houston, Tex. Feb. 16. Edward L.
who conducted banks at
Brown,
and Ettlinger and who
Elkhart
Paige,
HUSBAND FORCED WIFE recently
became involved In bank
ruptcy procedlngs here, is under arTO MARRY ANOTHER rest. The speciflo charge against
blm id that as president of the Paige
State bank, he substituted question
HERBERT JEFFREYS THOUGHT able paper for $19,00 in good secuHE SAW CHANCE TO BLACKrities.

Washington, Feb. 16. A congress
ional investigation of the war department, probably by a house committee,
appeared today to be a certain outline and
come of the Ainsworth-Woostaff controversy which resulted yes
terday in the relief of Adjutant General Fred C. Ainsworth from office.
Friends of General Ainsworth in the
house were said to be preparing the
resolution of investigation and that an
effort would be made to have the
scope of the inquiry so widened as to
include the administration of affairs
in Cuba at the time General Leonard
Wood, now chief of staff of the army,
was military governor. Judge Advocate General Crowder was busy today
preparing the charges on which General Ainsworth will be tried by court
martial.
Meantime the house of representatives took a hand in war department
affairs by adopting an amendment to
the army appropriation bill consolidating the offices of chief of staff, adjutant general and inspector general into a single bureau of the general staff.
The chief of staff would be the
and directing head, with the
adjutant general and inspector general members of the staff. Representative Berger of Wisconsin, socialist,
attacked the policy of an extensive
standing army, declaring it to be a
"standing preparation for war." He
insisted the United States needed no
standing army for purposes of defense.
"Texas alone," he said, "could whip
Mexico in case of an attack. If the
Canadians should try to attack us I
believe New York could do the job."
Mr. Berger declared the government
was spending $400,000,000 for militarism and less than half that sum
for the entire nubile scnool system.
Whileho order of military arrest
has been issued the status of Major
MAIL WEALTHY MAN.
General Ainsworth is tnat of an officer under suspension and under orders
London, Feb. 16. A remarkable seto remain in Washington pending the
has developed to the marriage bemeasures
quel
of
by
disciplinary
adoption
tween Horace Field Parshall of
the department
N. Y., the American capitalist-engineeThe war department officials are
who is chairman of the Censelecting the court and formulating
the charges. Necessarily several re- tral London Tube railway, and Mrs.
tired officers of high rank must be Deborah Jeffreys, which took place
used and the department is communi- at Eltham registry office on May 8,
cating with some of these who are last year.
The woman was arraigned yesternot now in Washington to ascertain if
they would find it feasible to serve. day at the Bow street police court on
The court probably will be one of the a charge of bigamy. She is very atmost notable in army history. It may tractive and appeared before the magbe several days before the Issue of the istrate in a handsome costume. In
formal order creating the court and answer to the charges, she said:
"I am deeply sorry for what I have
citing General Ainsworth before it.
I would not have done it if
Although the issues are exceedingly done.
important, involving the old rancorous my husband had not made me."
d

MURDERERS

PAY

ORDERED

non-unio- n

lf

iMi.y amxmi

Your Appetite
Poor Work Will
Improve It

1912.

American Leave Mexico
lti. KefuetB
i.areUo, Tex., Feu.
Davis Surrenders.
RYAN KNEW ALL ABOUT IT
NEARLY
CAUSED
TROUBLE from Mexico, principally American
Philadelphia, Feb. 16. Moulton H.
women and children, continued today
Davis, under an indictment charging
to pass through here. They came from
WORKER-8AID
PRESIDENT OF IRON
OF SISTER REPUBLIC
conspiracy in connection with the dy- NATIVES
of the republic, declaring in
parts
TO HAVE ABETTED THE
namiting canes, surrendered to the
THOUGHT
INTERVENTION
fihat their
Mexican
y(a(ome cases
United States district attorney here
WORK OF "THE CREW"
HAD BEEN ORDERED
advised
mends
them
to
leave.
today. Davis lias been in business in
an interior town of Pennsylvania for
WHOLE VILLAGE WRECKED.
COURT MARTIAL
PREPARING
M'MANIGAL
DID THE WORK some years.
IT WAS MERELY A MISTAKE
Lisbon, Feb. 16. Whole villages
and parts of some towns were
Two Get New Hearing.
RETIRED
HE WAS DIRECTED BY J. B. M'NA
OFFI
New York, Feb. 16. Hugh Gordon OFFICER WAS NOT AWARE THAT wrecked by the flood which recently DISTINGUISHED
and
,
whole
subsidence
HOCK-INswept
Portugal
IN
TO
S.
CERS
SIT
MARA AND HERBERT
INQUISITION
Miller, as counsel for Frank C. Webb
CAR HE BOARDED
CROSSED
makes known the fact that damage
and Patrick F. Farrell, today asked
INTO ARMY SCANDAL.
"THE BOSSES"
THE BOUNDARY LINE
of $10,000,000 was done by the water.
United States Commissioner AlexanThe provinces of Estremudura,
der to reopen the case and grant M
16. The war deFeb.
Indianapolis, Feb. 16. .New disclos- clients a
Alemtejo and Mlnho, suffeed
Washington,
hearing. Webb and Farrell,
ures made in the dynamite conspirarrested here in the alleged dynamite partment decided to deal drastically most.
16. The
Scenes of havoc and destruction are
Washington, Feb.
acy cases through forty thousand conspiracy, had waived examination with Lieutenant Ben W. Fields of the
in
case
a
took
sudden
Ainsworth
letters
and telegrams quoted
and were put under $1 0.000 bail each Eighteenth infantry who, in command observed for miles along the country
turn
President
when
late
as
roads.
Houses
and
other
today
the indie, ments
implicating to appear for
buildings
of
a
squad of American soldiers,
pleading in Indianapolis
of
officials
Taft approved the former adall
the
macUcally
After listening to objections by the made the mistake of crossing into have collapsed ana among their ruins
of
dead
in
cattle
lie
Association
thousands.
There
the International
jutant
general's application for
assistant district attorney, the com Juarez, Mexico, from El Paso, Texas,
retirement. This means there
Bridge and Structural Iron Workers missioner said that in all fairness he yesterday afternoon, and nearly pre- also have been many human victims.
will be no court martial, it is
will be the basis, it was declared to- believed Farrell and Webb were en cipitated
clash. Many persons have been left destian international
said. The action of the presiday, on which the government will titled to a hear and would reopen the Fields has been arrested pending an tute.
The government lias sent 50,000 4' dent, it is believed, finally
seek to convict the 54 defendants jase, and he set the hearing for to- investigation.
loaves of bread, 50,000 pounds of fish
closes the case against General
who are charged with committing or morrow.
The men hope to procure
While the war department is conmore
and
of
bottles
and
wine
20,000
Ainsworth
and there will be
100
bail
almost
explosions.
soon,
vinced that the mistake was due to
abetting in
are being forwarded.
supplies
no
further
military proceedThe correspondence, contained in
his
of
Fields and
the unfamiliarity
applicaings. The general's
one of the 32 indictments and embracTveltmoe Refuses to Testify.
men with the route of the trolley
Suffer.
Cities
37 years'
was
tion
Spanish
based
"unconsummat-eLos
upon
Cal
16.
are
termed
Feb.
A.
what
Olaf
Angeles,
car they boarded, it is desired that
ing
16. The floods
service in the army and was
acts of conspiracy," is held as Tveltmoe, Anton Johannsen and B. A. this fact be thoroughly impressed on Seville, Spain, Feb.
are
have
this
which
devastated
city
So far as
to
San
the
purely voluntary.
known
leadFrancisco
vast
Clancy,
labor
plot,
showing that a
The Mexican now
the Mexican officials.
rapidly subsiding. Two of the
official records show there are
and furthered by Frank M. Ryan, ers indicted here by the federal grand government has promised the United
suburbs, Navas and Burguillos, whieh
no charges
now
standing
of the iron workers, and to Jury on a charge of conspiracy to
to
ten

president
members of his executive board and
many business agents, was carried on
for six years to destroy the property
of steel and iron contractors who emlabor.
ployed
It charges all the defendants with
It
being equally guilty as abettors.
also purports to reveal evidence that
term ta
jobs" became the accepted
to
mail
designata
the
sent
through
be
some place that was to be blown up,
loand that gradually the officials of
cal unions began to call on the international headquarters in Indianapolis
to assist by dynamite and nitroglycerine in increasing the expense of
' open El op" contractors. Ortie T.
Herbert S. Hockin second
vice president, and James McNamara
became, it is charged, an organized
"dynamiting crew."
The letters are included to show
regular fees were paid to McManigal
and that the cost of doing local
'jobs" frequently was discussed in
letters.
With reference to Henry . Legleit-ne- r
of Denver, the "uncommuted act"
indictment charges that on Uecember
of
5, 1910, he appeared at the office
the Iron Workers International headquarters in Inaianapolis with a suit
case "which was designed and used
to carry a can of nitroglycerin."
The indictment describes the suit
case as a "telescope suit case of
tiibroid, 18 incnes high and 8 inches
square," and declares that Legleitnei
brought it from rittsourg and that
it later was carried by other persons
named In the Indictment to
and other points. All the other der
fendants are named as abetting
in this instance.
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A RUN ON A BANK
New York, Feb. 16. Hundreds of
excited depositors, mostjly foreigners,

stormed the private hank of Adolph
Mendet in RIvengton street today, demanding their money.
Nearly $50,000 had been withdrawn.
as still in progress..
and the run
Mendet said he had ample funds
to meet all demands and is at a loss
to explain the run. One theory is
that yesterday's taxicab robbery, in
which $25,000 of a bank's funds was
stolen, made East side depositors restless. The police believed that crooks
circulated false rumors in order to
pick pockets while the depositors
were in line.

LAS

rwr

WILLIAMS

McManus will take over the manage
meet of the institution today.
Requisition Issued
A requisition on the governor of
Alabama for the rendition of Jesse
Gardener. Adams was issued yesterday by Governor W. C. McDonald.
Adams is wanted in Chaves county
for forgery C. R. Young, sheriff of
Chaves county, was appointed agent

GAINED

NFORMATI
OF VALUE
CORPORATION

COMMISSIONER
MUCH ON HIS TRIP
TO OKLAHOMA AND KANSAS

LEARNED

VEQAt DAILY OPTIC FRIDAY,

PIMPLES ON FACE
CAUSED GREAT
DISF1GUREMEN T

to present the requisition and to take For Three Long Years. Suffered Great
Deal. Cuticura Soap and Ointment
charge of Adams. Adams Is now In
jail at Mobile, Alabama.
Brought Marvelous Results. In
Warning trie Indians
Few Weeks Cured Completely.
Superintendent Coggeshall of the
IT. s. Indian school left for the north"I wss troubled with acne for three long
ern pueblos and will post 400 muslin yean. My face was the only part affected,
but
it caused great disfigurement, also
signs warning against the sale of in
Buffering and loss of sleep.
At first there appeared red,
toxicants to Indians and the cutting
hard pimples which later
of timber on Pueblo grants and In
contained white matter. I
suffered a great deal caused
Superintendent!
dian reservations.
I was in a
by the itching.
Coggeshrll is determined that the
state of perplexity when
the
law
protecting
strict letter of the
walking the streets or anywhere before the public.
Indians in these respects, shall be

FEBRUARY

16,

1912.

INCORPORATION
CERTIFICATE
State of New Mexico. Office of the

State Corporation Commission.
I. George W. Armijo, clerk of the
State Corporation Commission of the
State of New Mexico, do hereby certify that there was filed for record
in this office at Two o'clock p. m., on
the first day of February, A. D. 1912,
Articles of 'ncorporation of Las Vegas
Hospital, (No. 70M).
Wherefore :
The
incorporators
named in the said articles and who
have signed the same, and their successors and assigns, are hereby declared to be from this date until the
First day of February Nineteen Huna Corporation by
dred and Sixty-two- ,
the name and for the purposes set
forth in said articles.
In Testimony Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the Beal
of said Commission, at the City of
Santa Fe, the Capital, on this Second
day of February, A. D. 1912.
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
(Seal)
Clerk, State Corporation Commission

No. 49
SATURDAY

7:30

EVENING,

,Tfl

9:30

that every woman
After Supper Sale No. 49 will be a BIG Sale of little things-thi- ngs
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 16 Hugh H.
Williams, chairman of the state corpo
wants and needs. Here is an opportunity to (jet them at real money saving prices.
W.
and
ration commission,
George
NO
CASH
clerk, were at their accustomtd
places in the office of the commission
23C
this morning. Both Mr. Williams and
WOMEN'S SILK HOSE
3C
SANITARY WASH CLOTHS
5C
Mr. Armijo are enthusiastic In regard
to the methods of public utilities com"I used pills and other
A good hose of pure silk foot and boot,
remedies but they failed comaseptic knit wash cloths of good
Sanitary
missions which they investigated in enforced.
1
pletely.
thought of giving
with LMe thread Tops, double heel toe
Notaries Public Appointed
size, each sealed in a germ proof package,
Topeka and Oklahoma City. The cor
up when nothing would help, but something
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has it been investigating public util- John A. McDonald,
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are not only all, but more than they claim
desirable sizes, regular 5c value, special
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porations they control. In the rate
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New Mexico would enable it to per- the calendar year 1911 are required to er great numbers Of votes were returnof said Commission, at the City of
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that
but
of
internal
form satisfactory work,
be made to collectors
786r,
ed as having been cast for H. H. Wilthe Capital, on this Second
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marily, every corporation is subject Armijo by persons who were not qual
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The names of the members of the to this requirement except such as fall ified electors and who were not law- (Seal)
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at.
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Objects
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Albuquerque, consulted with Governor should be made to the collector for
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to its affairs shall be vested
CARRIE B. SCHLOTT
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McDonald yesterday in reference to an extension of time not exceeding 30 and antiseptic,
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MAISIE R. WHALEN
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HARRIET PHELPS WHITMORE convention of the republican party of
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Mounted Police
Nearly all the cases of delinquency scalp.
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These ingredients in proper combin- jects, and use or occupy, conduct ot poration and association for the first Evaline C. Benjamin, Edith G. Tooker, Grant
A letter received by the mounted occurring last year were the result of
success- Freda Frank Appel, Nellie I. Schirmer,
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going instrument, and acknowledged Rio Arriba
to the patients thereof New Mexico.
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Judge T. C. Abbott signed two or- able to the instructions herein con combination with other extremely in- ing such rates
Nellie L Schirmer, East Las Vegas, that they executed the same as their Roosevelt
valuable medicinal agents. We guar as may be provided by the governing
4
ders committing Emilia Justus Alarid tained.
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PAZO OINTMENT fails
This corporation and association East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
bond of 10,000 were filed with
Groves and George W. Armijo, by per- only at our store The Rexall Store.
oerore, it the republican central com- or
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
Fourth Vice President, Sophia Losy'mlttee
shall also have full power and author- of State Antonio Lucero. Mr. sons who did not actually vote at the E. G. Murphey.
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CHAUTAUQUA NOW

IS FIRMLY
F OUNDED
HA 8
MOUNTAINAIR INSTITUTION
BECOME PERMANENT NEW
MEXICO PROJECT.

The recent action of former Governor William o. .Mills J. B. Porter
of Estancia. and other prominent
v.
.. .
MW Mexicans, in comnutiuug
stantial sums to the treasury of the
ew Mexico Chautauqua association,
or the Mountalnair Chautauqua, as it
Is best known, ha
placed the annual assembly at the picturesque little
town at the foot of the Manzano
mountains upon a solid and enduring
basis, insures its continued success
and makes it In every sense a state
institution, statewide in its support
and in its beneficial influence.
When the first Cliautauqua assembly was held at Mountalnair several
years ago, people cenerally accepted
it as a measure to "boost" that town,
and were inclined to look upon it as
more or less of a joke. For Mountain- air, at that time, only had about 200
People and the surrounding country
was but thinly settled. But the men
behind the Chautauqua did not con- aider ,t a joke at all. They were
wiiuug 10 Qoost ineir town; uui luoii
first Idea, the idea that they have
had before them all the way along,
was to build up an educational institution statewide in its influence for
good. The first assembly was a prefcty
hard job. But the Mountainair men
carried it through successfully. The
next was not quite so difficult and
there was more support. It grew
easier and more successful every year
and last year, the program, the attendance, the whole affair was a success from start to finish
Excursion
trains were run; a regular program
of educational lectures was carried
out. A convention of New Mexico
boosters was one of the features, and
distinguished men in many fields
took part in the program. The success of the last assembly established
the Mountalnair Chautauqua as a permanently successful Institution.
Up to this time the whole burden
of maintaining the Chautauqua has
rested on the shoulders of Its orig- 1

I

GIJUF

iuators at Mountainair and the people
that community who have loyally
supported it Recently, however, the
not
assembly has drawn attention
only in New Mexico, but in educational circles throughout the whole
ioiiihwest. A short time ago former
Governor Mills and Ur. Porter of Estancia, both of whom have participated in Chautauqua programs and
work, took a hand In the organization
in a most substantial way. vhey volunteered to contribute $100 each lo
the fund for the coming assembly,
provided 19 other men could be
foui l in the state wno would make an
contribution. This offer has
equ
been spread quietly about among pub
lic spirited men and already several
have i()i!1Pd with Governor Mills and
Mr porter ,n tneir effon whoh ,g d,
rected not only to the financial aid
of the coming assembly, but toward
makine the Chautauqua a statewide
influence for good. It is believed that
the 20 contributors will have volunteered within a very short time; the
contributions so made insurins; that
the assembly next summer will be on
a scale which has not been attempted

BREAKS

JUST

A FEW

HOURS

Says Quinine Isn't Effective in the
Cure of Colds and Grippe.

s

Nothing else that you can take will
break your cold or end grippe so
promptly as a dose of Pape's Cold
Compound every two hours until three
consecutive doses are taken.
The most miserable headache, dullness, head and nose stuffed up,
sneezing, running of the nose,
sore throat, mucous catarrhal discharges, soreness, stiffness, rheumatism pains and other distress begin
to leave after the very first dose.
Pape's Cold Compound is the result
of three years' research at a cost of
more than fifty thousand dollars, and
contains no quinine, which we have
conclusively demonstrated is not effective in the treatment of colds or
fever-Ishnes-

grippe.

Take this harmless Compound as
directed, with the knowledge that
there Is no other medicine made any
where else
nthe world, which will
cure your cold or end Grippe misery
as promptly and without any other ass
sistance or bad
as a
package of Pape's Cold Compound, which any druggist in the
world can supply.
1

after-effect-

ALL YOU NEED 18 A
CASCARET

TONIGHT

Headache, Bilious Stomach,
SOUTHEASTERN AD MEN.
Coated Tongue or Constipated
6.
Atlanta, Ga., Feb.
Delegates
Bowels by Morning.
from 40 advertising clubs scattered
out
headthe
Turn the rascals
over 11 southern states filled the asnrho tho htltmianpfis. the Indieestion sembly hall of the Piedmont hotel this
gtomach and fou,
morning when President T. B. Bas-haturn them out tonight and keep
of Louisville called to order the
No Sick

them out with Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
or an upset
liver, clogged bowels
stomach.
Don't, put in another day of dls
tress. Let Cascarets cleanse and regulate your stomach; remove the sour,
undigested and fermenting food and
that misery making gas; take the excess bile from vour liver and carr;
out of the system all the decomposes
waste matter and poison in the in
testines and bowels. Then you will
feel great.
A Cascaret
tonight will surelj
straighten you out by morning. The
work while you sleep. A
boi
from any drug store means a clear
head and cheerfulness for months
Children love to take Cascarets be
cause they taste good never gripe
or sicken.

annual convention or the southeastern
division of the Associated Advertising
clubs of America. The exchange of
greetings and the transaction of routine business occupied the initial session. This afternoon the delegates
visited the Atlanta automobile show.
The principal business session will be
held tomorrow morning, with an automobile ride for the delegates in the
afternoon. A banquet Saturday night
will complete the program.
A. A. U.
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A
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before.

VEGAS DAILY

RUN.

CROSS-COUNTR-

Philadelphia. Pa., Feb. 16. A good
entry list has been received for the
chamsenior A. A. U.
to
held
here
is
be
which
pionship run,
tomorrow over the Fairmount Park
couflse.
Championsmip medals will
be given the first ten to finish, also
five medals to the members of the
winning team, and three team prizes,
one of them being tor a novice club.
cross-countr-

DRY GOODS CO.

During the next four days we are goingto
offer our entire stock New goods, of all descriptions, Spring Skirts, House Dresses, newj Dress
Goods, Linens, in fact any and everything you
want, four days only

r

Don't Forget The Policy of This Store is to

SELL for LESS
We have too large a stock, to specify each and
every article, so all goes for

25 Per Cent Discount
this sale, no discount will be given on
any purchase less than
Duf ing

ONE DOLLAR
Hosiery and Corsets not Included.
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S.S
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QUITS DESERTED
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StKMUN IUUU
HUNTING
EXCITING
CHASE

STORY
IN

OF
KANSAS

BUFFALO

I

m

FOB SOBES

ULCEUS

The combination !of healthful vegetable ingredients of which S. S. S. is
composed, makes it an especially desirable ar.d effective remedy in the treatment of sores and ulcers of every kind. Since an impure condition of the
blood is responsible for the trouble, a medicine that can
purify the blood is
the only hope of a successful cure; and it should be a medicine
that not
cleanses the circulation, but one that at the same time restores the bloodonly
to
its normal, rich, uutritiTe condition. S. S. S. is lust such a remedy. It is
PETER ROBIDOUX CLOSED PLACE made PnHrplir rt Vicolin-- Miyincinff tuntttat.ta mmm
.
, ,
s
extracted irom na- jiupauo,
ture s roots, j herbs and barks of the forest and
OF BUSINESS TWENTY YEARS
fields.
It has long been
cv.ugnizea as ine greatest ot an oiooa purifiers, possessing the qualities
AGO UPON AN OATH
necessary to remove e ery impurity in the blood. When S. S. S. has purified
the circulation, and strengthened and emiched it, sores and ulcers heal
readThe Peter Robidoux Btore at Wal- ily and surely, because they are no longer fed and kept open by a continual
disease-laden
matter from the blood. S. S. S.
lace, Kansas, which for 20 years has discharge into them of irritating
been closed, with a complete stock brings about a healthy condition of the flesh by supplying it with rich
nourishing blood and makes a permanent and
cure. Book on Sores
of goods, once worth $20,000,
and Ulcers and any medical advice mailed free lasting
to all who write.
.
.
iul aim rust on the shelves, was
IBS SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
opened for the first time during the
severely coi weather during January the store never again should be on tue lakes, one on the Pacific alia
by the eccentric old owner, who it. opened.
one on the Atlantic.
opening the store broke a vow whicb
Custom
The banadonment of a valuable
tailors
throughout tha
he bad made to never
again enter th stock of merchandise and his proper- country are in favor of organizing a
place.
ty in town did not mean ruin for wearing apparel department of the
Hobidoux entered the stv
as
to get Robidoux. He owned much land, and American Federation ot Laibor,
some musty old bales of hav to feed in the years that have passed since proposed at the Atlanta convention.
o the stock which was
The most numerous class ot indusdviug from he was a merchant, he has acquired
hunger, owing to the severely cold more. In the last few weeks the trial women workers in Kentucky is
weather.
snows in western
Kan- in the tobacco trade,
in 27 establishheavy
A peep into the old store was like sas have buried the grazing lands, ments employing 3,045
women
the
glimpse of a burial vault, long threatening starvation for stock, and average weekly wage is $4.62.
Seven thousand coal miners in Alsealed, to the people of Wallace. The it was to save his cattle that Robistock that had rotted on the shelves doux reopened the long deserted berta and British Columbia have recently closed an agreement with their
included all of the endless varieties store.
of articles :;irried tiv the
employers in which an increase of
wages running from 5 to 10 per cent
merchant f the early days in westis
ern Kansa-incorporated.
canned goods, clothing.
Official measures, with improved
In bulk, harness and
staple
LABOR WORLD NOTES.
conditions in the factories, especially
sadd1
cutlery, stock
fppd
hrH.
so far as dust is concerned, have reware, patent medcines, vehicles and
duced the number of cases of lead
farm implements. It is doubtful If the
poisoning in British potteries from
$20,000 stock is worth a hundred dolOne-thir-d
of England's
telegraph 457 in 1898, to 58
in 1909.
lars today. What the rats, the operators are women.
Mrs. Raymond Robins, president of
worms and the moths could not deStonecutters earn 25 cents a day the
National Woman's Trades Union
vour, rust and mold have destroyed. in
Shanghai, China.
league, has annouunced that she will
The clothing is reduced to piles of
The Brotherhood of Railway Car tart a national
campaign for a minilint. The seams in the saddles, har- Men
recently
organized ten new mum wage scale for five million
ness and gloves are agape. The saws
"
lodges.
women workers in this country, and
and knives and other metal articles
Over 11,000 women are engaged in that the American Federation Of Lawear coats of dingy red and are
lace making at home in the city of bor as indorsed her plan.
ready to crumble at a touch. The
labels sag from the dusty cans and Nottingham.
The Amalgamated Lace Curtain CENTENARY OF HENRY WILSON.
bottles on the shelves. The dried
beans and peas and prunes and ap- Operatives of America will hold their
Boston, Mass., Feb. 16. Today w
the centennial anniversary ol"
ples are hollow husks, hidden by annual convention at New York, May
2.
the birth of Henry Wilson, the "Na
luxuriant mold.
During December, 1911, the Switch- tick cobbler," who was vice president
Robidoux was a pioneer liquor dealUnion of North America paid of the United States during the first
men's
er when Wallace sprung into being
out $16,500 in death and disability two years of the second administia- with the building of a railroad near
benefits.
tion of President Grant. Wilson was
Fort Wallace, 20 years ago. The town
The National Print Cutters' Asso a native ot New Hampshire., but rewas of mushroom growth and at one
ciation of America will hold its an sided in MARRArhllHAtta dnrino- ;m
time had a population of more than
nunl convention at Philadelphia, be- - greater part of his life. He was ot
five thousand. The saloonkeeper, forgypsy or Indian blood and his original
ginning on April 27.
merly a section hand on the railroad,
The trade unionists of Fresno, Ca- name was Jeremiah Jones Coibaith,
prospered with the prosperity of the
lifornia, have started a campaign to which he had changed to Henn Wilnew town.
Money was plentiful and
son by legislative enactment. Though
he expanded his business as the dol- get money for the erection of a
not a man of intellectual grandeur,
labor
in
that
temple
city.
lars came in until he had become a
In the course of ten years the Brit- Wilson was an able writer and an
dealer in everything requisite to life
speaker and lent valuable asish
trade unions have increased only
in the western country. He demandcause.
28 per cent while the German unions sistance to the
ed enormous prices for his goods and
have Increased 240 per cent.
the money came so fast and freely
63 YEARS OF WEDDED LIFE.
There will be an amalgamation of
that a beer keg, used by the thrifty
Bloomfteld,
JN. J., Feb 16. SurSan
the
Francisco, CaJif., waterfront
tnr- - o
!n
rounded by numerous relatives and
unions
with
the
of
possible exception
Pd with rtnllora Ooh
the riggere and stevedores at an ear friends, Mr. and Mrs. WMlliam Stimtts.
residents of Bloomfteld for nearlv half
In the early '90's the boom burst
ly date.
a century, today celebrated their slxty- and the town dwindled until only a
An effort is being made in San
tnira wedding anniversary.
,.anrff.P inhabitants was left. Busi Jose, Calif., to bring
all the organiness reu off until Robidoux,
once zations of musicians in that
in"TEMPERANCE DAY" IN ALABAMA
'hard put to it" to take care of his to the local of the American city
FederaMontgomery, Ala., Feb. 16. In all
trade, sat idle in his big store all tion of Musicians.
the public schools in Alabama today
day with nothing to do but fume at
A junior typographical union, comwas observed as "Temperance Day.''
fate. Finally his bitterness resolved posed of
apprentices, will be organiz- special exercises being held with a
itself into a determination to shut up ed under the
auspices of the San view to Impressing upon the minds
Oafflti,
Francisco,
Tytpograiphical of the pupils the evils of intempera. i. union at an early date.
ranch he owned nMr wiuw.
ance. The observance of the day is
barred the windows and locked the
Provision has been made by the required by law, an act to that
ef111
door his
bumnr iawtH
International Seamen's union for the fect having been
the leg...
passed
by
..li
nun w utier ine vow mill appointment of nine organizers, seven islature two
ciwiuim
years ago.
.

DURING

It was a calm, cloudless, beautiful
day way back in '74. The air was
redolent with a million wild onions,
me ninsiaes were profusely bloom- ittfo Uith
..,,,1 nlri.nl.
...v.. f. if . o
auu
nowers.
ine expansive prairies re- verberated with the songs of the
Busl
crmr, Kinaeer ana jaeKrsntpe.
ness was rushing; toothsome grass
roots gathered and new homes were
being put down in the suburbs of
every prairie dog town, while the
and bull snake were flirting
with the rattler girls in every dusky
ravine. Old Sol had swung far up
toward the zenith and the hoot owl
was lazily snoring in a hollow tree,
writes J. D. Cox of Osborne county, Kansas.
Jack Jemison had just stepped out
of his commodious 16xlS
dugout, on
the banks of the south Solomon, with
a friend here from Pennsylvania, and
was describing to him the characteristics of the chief beasts of the plainB.
Their surprise can not be overestimated when splash into the river, up
through the very door yards and on
to the northeast ran a buffalo bull of
tremendous proportions.
Mr. Jemison sent his
companion in
post haste for the horses, lariated a
lew rods down the river. The ponies,
frightened at the stranger's rush and
excitement, pulled the picket pins and
were soon over the hills and far away.
Jake quickly
the hole in
the ground
and was
out in
a minute with his trusty rifle. The
critter was still in easy range and
.lake took deliberate aim before
touching the trigger. But the gun was
silent. He jerked the lever and again
pulled the trigger with the same ag
gravating luck. Then it dawned up-our good friend that he had emptied
the gun the day before into a prairie
dog town and had forgotten to refill
the magazine.
The animal took, a northeastern
course up across the Wing farm,
where it was greeted with a fiery
fusillade, but apparently untouched.
A half mile east of Terry's bluff the
big bull intercepted the Shipton boys
who were on their way to Uncle John
Hiliker's to get him to play his famud
clarionet at a dance to be held in the
big stone school in Wagonda.
Contrary to the rules of early eti
quette, Will and George Shipton were
iMiuoui nrearms. rney stripped their
norses or harness, however, and head
ed the prize up toward the Pitt Bry
ant neighborhood where they knew
it would meet its Waterloo.
With steady swing, the buffalo weut
up through the streets of Downs,
seven years before the town was
even thought of. It went within
hundred yards of the old muni
(1
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STORE

MORE
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school

At 25 Per Cent Discount

not ac nov ennne on

PREACHER

house.

Here Rev. Bishop, a Universalist
had just announced his text: "For I
was an hungered and ye gave me
meat." The excitement of that chase
was 100 mucn ior even a preacner;
so he pronounced the benediction
ihusly: "I can preach a sermon any
day, but not every day can I get a
hunk of buffalo meat."
Many here joined in the pursuit and
the race continued with unabated fury
across W. W. Dimond's farm, then
through Joseph Asper's yard.
Bachelor Dick Knight, who owned
what is now the Ed Getty farm, was
preparing the midday meal when at
tracted by the noise and big buffalo.
He grabbed his Spencer rifle, mount
ed a horse and shot 16 times at the
game in the next half mile without
seriously wounding it. But Dick was
so nearsighted that he couldn't tell a
snow storm from an April shower,
The ten mile run that hot spring
forenoon in a vain effort to escape
pursuers was too much for even the
power and endurance of a buffalo.
And with tongue lolling, and sweat
coursing down every limb, he stagbank
gered into Ben Greeninan's
stable. The door was closed and the
king of the plains was truly "all In."
In a very few minutes a large
crowd had gathered at the Greenman
home.
The Rev. Bishop was privil
eged to shoot the buffalo. The hide
was removed and every one present
given a good piece of meat. The fol
lowing named persons were present:
Cole Young, Charley Cox, W. W. Dim-onJoseph Asper, Will and George
Shipton, Dick Knight, Rev. Bishop, the
Greenman family, Gill Chapin and
many others whom memory falls to
recall. Topeka Journal.
Everybody reads The Optic.
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FR OM SUNSHINE LAND
Cottolene is a vegetable product without an ounce of
hog fat
in it. It is made from the choicest cotton oil, extracted from the
seed picked on the fields of the Sunny South. It is a
product of
Nature, and makes wholesome, digestible, healthful food.
Cottoleneis made in a cleanly manner
.nw Cottonfield to Kitchen
human hands never touch the oil from which Cottolene is made. It
is tne one nigh-gradabsolutely pure and perfect
cooking fat and far preferable from a health and
economic standpoint to butter, lard or
any other fat.
Cottolene is more economical than butter or lard
because it goes one-thir-d
farther.
e,

Made only by

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

Nature's Gift from the Sunny South
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TO ADOPT GREGORIAN CALENDAR
New York. Feb. 16 Members of
the largo colony of Chinese la New
York City are already exchanging New

LOST MAIL ORDER

OFFICIAL NEWS FROM
THE STATE CAPITAL.

FEBRUARY

FRIDAY,

Year remembrances with their relaNEW YORK STOCK MARKET.
tive and friends, although the actual
New York, Feb. 16. Fluctuations
Santa Fe, N St.. Feb. 1C Former
celebration of the Chinese New Year on the stock market today were of
Adjutant General A. P. Tarkington vt
will not be held until tomorrow. Be- the same narrow character as on 'he
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR haton, was in consultation with Govlmot he
ginning at midnight tonight all bus!-ne- earlier days of the e;'--t
ernor McDonald this afternoon. The
24 hours lanterns win glow on only stocks
which seemed to have
nature of the consultation has not
the balconies and in the windows of a speculative following were the
been divulged but tbe street has it
PAYING FOR EXPENSIVE 'the old buildings In Mitt. Dover and pers. There was some baying of these
that it ia'fTie desire of the chief mi- Pell streets, joss sticks will burn. owing to reports of good trade but
TROUSSEAU KANSAS MAN
Entered si the Postoffice at East native to asperate the t wo duties, or
bales of red prayer slips will be con- - operators were bearish toward the
WAS JILTED.
Ui Vegas. New Mexico, for transmit officeg or adjutant general and of
grmed to appease the gods, and vast general list. The tone became heavy
Man through the United State Mails instructor of the militia detailed by
quantities of edibles most liked bv after 11 o'clock. Reading, Union Paa second class matter
Xter
Columbus. Kan., Feb.
he
jtne federal war department and thrt
,hp on. cific and United States Steel were
rh)nege w)I, van)gh
General Tarkington Is one of tho.v had paid ail the expenses of her di slpurht of the hosts of the chosen.
pressed for sale steaoily and their
TERM8 OF SUBSCRIPTION.
who (g Deing considered for the post vorce from her first husband, pur- ness will be
the lack of resistance encouraged bear
and
for
suspended,
DAILY. BY CAKfUEK:
Lf adjutant general, while General chased tickets for her and for her
Among the sons of the Celestial operations in other quarters. Colorado
Per Copy
t 05 Hrookes is to retain the outer position mother to Ho.iviile, Cai wnere they kingdom
noise is an essential feature Fuel became rather active after long
15
One Week
were to be married, and agreed to al- of the New Year
Insurance Matter.
The Beth- festival, as it is of all neglect and yielded 1
One Month
tt xne planter's Underwriting Alliance low her mother to live with them, Cl'inese celebrations
Bonds
much.
as
of whatever lehem Steel lost about
7.o0 of St. Louis, Mo., an insurance con- Mrs. Minnie May DeWitt quarreled
One Year
kind. Firecrackers will be set off in were steady.
DAILY BY MAIL:
cern, was yesterday notified by Peter with J. A. Ray and refused to mar'; large quantities and bombs will be
The last sales were as follows:
16.0'
One Year
A. M. Uenau. deputy superintendent him.
65
the
in
the
streets,
Amalgamated Copper
providing
Six Months
IM of insurance, that it could not conduct Instead, Mrs. DeWitt is said to be j exploded
119
is
from
neeessarv
obtained
American
Sugar
Be"
permission
its business ' in New Mexico without preparing now to marry a young man
tH
Intermingling with Atchison
city authorities.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
whom she met before she began a cor-procuring a license.
1M
be
of
will
roar
the
gongs.
this
Great
Northern
clang
GROWER.
Treasurer's Receipts.
respondence with Kay, whose ac- ithe crash of cymbals, the beating of New York Central
110
$J.OO
One Year
The following sums of money wet i quaintance she had maue through a
shrill
and
little
1164
drums,
Pacific
Northern
pigskin
queer
Six Months
100
this morning received in the office f matrimonial paper. Ray has returned sounds from harsh and untuned flutes.
156
Reading
the state treasurer, O. X. Marron: A. to his California home. He said he
107
No orthodox Chinaman works dur- - Southern Pacific
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- S.
Brookes,, adjutant general, militia had no feeling against Mrs. DeWitt.
163
the holiday season unless his fin rnion Pacific
ing
tions).
Thomas P. Gable, game even if she had changed her mind and
59
Remit by draft, check or money rund, $2fc3J;
ancia) condition is such tnat it is ab--1 mited States Steel
him
a "Jay."
fish warden,
game protection called
do so. mited Sta'es Steel, pfd
to
him
108
for
order. If sent otherwise we will not and
necessary
solutely
Mrs. De Witt Js a pretty little wofund. $2.00: Nestor Baca, treasurer of
be responsible for loss
The time is spent in exchanging visits j
Union county, $2,263.35: John F. Tav- - man 18 years tld. She was married
and in sitting about the festal board
Specimen copies free on apf lication.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
lor, treasurer of Curry county, 901.86. three years ago, and about two years which is
burdened with nuts, candies
Kansas
City, Feb. 16. Cattle, rea
of
dauehter.
Homestead Entries.
ago, after the birth
ATI
TT
CL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
wines and liquors, with I ceipU 5(1, including no southerns;
and
.ov'
Imported
The following homestead entries she brought su t for divorce. Not
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
.
generous pots of fragrant tea. The market 8teady. Native steers. S5.40
(K
w ci C
i ua v
vus ,
vuc
ucu
J xro
iitjt mallei tsj i a
vvi
iu
int.
:
.
PAID FOR.
Chinese women as a rule do not par- 8 25; southern steers, $3.0O6.50;
i,land office: Lurah F. Knapp, Albu- - gbe
allowed the case to rest on the I'
l - - .
. ,
.
tlcipate In the festintie8. The fathers southern cows and heifers, $3.0005;
'
how- - native rows and heifers, $2.9066."."
Advertisers are guaranteed the
.
.
A
a vftun rr man take their children with them,
t o Wawfili
.i
Tn7nil'
it ia coiH
" mh
'
ryrifin
targt-s- '
weeklv
'.
'.
and
circulation
the
little stockers and feeders, $4.006.60;
dally
jp
but ever, and the hosts se that
M. West, Sr., Quemado; John here, and they desireu to marry,
f an j newspaper In Northwestern Hiram
ones are burdened with toys and bulls, $:3 .:05.25; calves. $4.007.50;
W. Casebolt, Estancia: Lura B. Coyle j neither had the money to pay the
sweetmeats.
Srv Mexico.
western steers. $5.007.25: western!
Mountainair; Rachel H. Hattel, Moun- - costs of a divorce. One day Mrs. De- More than ordinary significance at- cows, $3.005.25.
matrimona
in
name
saw
Donaciano
Witt
Moriarty:
tainalr;
Tafoya,
Ray's
UDAY, FTBRUARY 16, 1912.
taches to the New Year celebration
Hogs, receipts 4,50; market steady.
TT
.Tnhn iol naiur
XfflvAr Tvctjinrla
Glio Imiran a mrrpnnnriuv. him
h
,hat he "Us year, for it is possible that it- Bulk of sales, $5.856.30; heavy, $6.15
$6.00
last to be held in accord6.25packers and butchers,
was 43 years old and the owner of a .will be the
District- Court.
.
n fit
mm- I
u t v.
I
i
r. r -- ,. v,trc
i:
nu
lucr u,u
.ww
A suit on the part of the city of flne irrigated farm near El Centra P""
Santa Fe was this morning filed in He wrote interesting , tiers and tt
.
resu ting irom the revo .'utionarv move.
Sheep, receipts l ,wm, marKet siroug.
the office of the clerk of the district did she. Photographs were exchanged
the
in
that
ment
it
is
China
probable
Muttons,
$3.234.65;
court against S. C. France, J. H.
and finallv they arranged to marry.
. lambs, o.2o&w
;
auu --m
'elu"u "Mb.bu; wetners
ton and B. S. Reed for the collection Rav sent a generous check to Mrs. Del aaopuoD OI lne
A
ears wU1 ei5.50; fed ewes, $2.7504.00.
of the cost of laying sidewalks in Witt toward tbe expense oi her wed reckon,nS raonths
It is reported that
front of the property of the persons ding outfit and a few days later ar- included. In fact.
the cabinet at Pektng already has de
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
named on Gaiisteo street. The sur.'.n rived to claim his bride.
western calFeb. 16. Cattle, receipts
the
of
creed
the
Chicago.
adoption
is
asked
be
to
for which judgment
V''I'I'VfV
There was still the divorce
aie:
will 2,000: market steady. Beeves, $4.70
of
this
effect
The
endar.
change
y.
$82.40, $51.15 and $26.90 respecti-elobtained, however. Ray paid all the
be to bring the Chinese New Yearlg.50; Texas steers. $4.6005.75; west
Takes Over Pervtentiary.
expenses of Mrs. De Witt's side or
on January 1, the same as ern steers, $4.8507.00; stockers and
celebration
THi: MOIi:UN GOVEKXOU
Today J. B. McManus of Albuquer- the case and sat iii court during tne
all
in
other
countries using the Gre- - feeders, $3.8006.15; cows and heifers,
state
of
the
que, took charge
peniten- hearing. It had been planned to Save
calendar.
$2.100 6.50; calves, $5.7508.25.
Kight governors count 'em, eight tiary succeeding Warden Cleofes Ro the wedding here, but when Judge gorlan
For
hundreds
of
has
been
It
year
a
mero
into
Hogs, receipts 30,000; marjtet slow
of
De
Mrs.
themselves
The
from
Witt
have organized
18 Vegas, resigned.
Sapp prohibited
to reckon the to weak. Lights, $5.806.2O; mixed.
in
China
custom
the
KooawVait third term league, and only change in the penitentiary staff marrying again for six months that
days of the year by the lunar calen- $5.9006.25; heavy, $5.90 06.30; rough,
thus far announced is the appoint- caused a change in the plans.
om now ui: ii the republican
dar, each year having 3C0 days, and $5.9006.05: pigs, $4.2505.85; bulk, of
or
instead
of
A reception was given
devote most of their ment of R. L. Ormsoee, former
they
the months having 29 or 30 days, as sales, $6.0506.25.
- ner-quthe wedding, so the guests were not
the State National bank at Albi
DM in organization in their respectcase might be. In every 19 years
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Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
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The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
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Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select th
best opportunity that he may rind and then
follows up the "lead," will sureiy get quick
success.
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The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
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FOR WOMEN

Men

Sleep 'till waking time comes.

"THE DRESS REHEARSAL" WILl.
BE PRESENTED BY THE GIRLS'
CLUB OF NORMAL

For the audience at the Duncan
opera house tonight there is a real
reat in store in "The Dress Rehear-bal,the musical
production to be
the
girls' glee club of the
staged by
Normal University, for certaintly this
light musical comedy will be one of
the best amateur productions ever
staged In Las Vegas. The final
iii ess rehearsal of the play was held
last night and every member of the
cast played her part like a professional. The chorus is aald to be
equal to the best seen in the Meadow
City this season on the professional
stage.
The play is a round of amusing incidents and catchy songs all well
handled by the members of the Normal glee club. The costumes designed
and made in the domestic science
department of the school, are beautiful and the play,is well staged. The
chorus girls are well trained and have
good voices.
A capacity house has already been
assured by the advance sale of seats
and no doubt "The Dress Rehearsal"
wil be given a rousing welcome. However, there wilLbe room for everyone
as extra seats will be put in if it is
found necessary. The curtain will go
up promptly at 8:30 o'clock and it has
lieen requested that everyone be seated by that time.
The cast for "The Dress Rehearsal"
all members of the glee club, is as
follows:
.Miss
of Grove
Jones Principal
. . Tillie E. Ehrich
House Academy
Mile. Epinard French Governess..
Maureen Harper
Amy Fibbs Afterwards Cinderella
Edna Gerard
Clara Wilkins Afterwards the Prince
J
'Carolyn E. Michael
Rosa
Jennings Afterwards
Fairy
Godmother
Sadie G. Tooker
Sarah Ann The Greedy Girl
Rosalie P. Powers
Sophonisba Spivins The Romantic
Girl
i . . .
Mary E. Hanson
'.
. . Grace
D. Bentley
Humpie
Martha Higgins and Carrie Jackson
Afterwards the Spiteful Sisters. . .
.
Lucy Clement and Marie Clement
Mrs. Jarvey Teacher of Elocution...
Grace Ireland
Miss Prudence Pinchaback A Visitor
Merle Schlott
Servant
Miss Murphy
Those in the chorus are Frances
Murphy, Jeanette Spiess,
Margaret
T.
Hill, Phoebe
Russel, Lorraine
Lowry, Vivian Hedgcock, Agnes Brin-egaSylvia Pochel, Lucy Floyd,
Vinita Rose, Willie May Culberson,
Rose Kellogg, Fabiola C. de Baca,
Louise Jaramillo, Pauline Jaramillo,
and Mina Pochel.
The musical numbers of the produc
tion include several of the latest
songs from light opera. In the first
act there are four numbers by the
chorus and members of the company
Thees are as follows:
"
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FOR EVERYBODY

ALARM CLOCKS

To "make good," requires
a man's unhampered ability.
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BE MADE UP OF TOWN8
friends.
IN COLORADO AND NEW MEXAttorney Charies A. tipiess returned
ICO; BIDWELL fi T HEAD.
yesterday afternoon from a business
trip to Banta Fe.
There may be organized baseball in
Clarence lden weni to Albuquerque
'ast night in the interests of Gross this part of the southwest next summer with Ira Bidwell, manager of the
Kelly & Co.
Judge H. U Waldo, attorney for famous Cheyenne Inaians, at its head,
the iSanta Fe. arrived yesterday from according to the following article from
the Kanss City Star:
his nome in Kansas Aiy.
E. Lowling, Santa Fe trainmaster,
Ira Bidwell, the king of- the boy
returned this afternoon from a short baseball managers, who has turned
WINTERS DRUG CO.
out many good players leading the
business trip to Albuquerque.
H. R. McKee,
anta Fe chief dis- Cheyenne, Wyo., independent chamHlione Main
patcher, returned this afternoon from pions, will leave here tomorrow night
a short business trip to Albuquerque. for Colorado Springs to organize the
R. V. Saxton of La Junta came in piew Rockyt Mountain organization.
yesterday afternoon from Colorado After six towns have been awarded
and was in Las Vegas today on busi- franchises, officers elected and umness.
pires and players selected, Bidwell
NEW DRESS GINGHAMS
Miss liessie Dunn left this after- will try to place his new league in ornoon on train No, 1 for Raton where ganized baseball. There are no orshe will visit her sister, Mrs. H. P. ganized teams in Colorado Springs,
in plaids, checks and stripes ROBebury.
Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Trinidad, La
E. R. Wrlgnt, of Santa Junta and Raton, N. M., and the KanAttorneys
27 inches wide, warranted
Fe, and J. L. Luwson, of Fort Sum- sas City boy believes he will be able
left yesterday aiternoon for the to get protection from the National asner,
fast color at
sociation of Minor leagues.
Capital Ciey.
Secundino Romero went this morn
If the Rocky Mountain league is
to his ranch at Cuervo where he formed, several Kansas City !boys
ing
1-- 2c
The
expects to spend several days looking, will play In the organization.
after business affairs.
league probably will get Class D ratGeorge Kahle, route agent for the ing. The salary limit will be $1,200.
vells Fargo Express company, came
It would appear that Las Vegas
Best grade 36 inclie precale, in
this afternoon from a trip in the could break Into such a circuit If the
fans so desired. A league composed
cambric finish, light and dark southern part of the state.
J. C. Lacey was in Las Vegas from of Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Raton,
colors, and side bands, regu- his home in Denver yesteruay and to- Dawson and Las Vegas has also been
day on business. Mr. Lacey was for- proposed. It Is the opinion of most
lar 15c value at
of the fans, however, that should a
merly a resident of Las Vegas.
Mrs. E. C. Meissmer of St. .on is, league be organlnzed, It should be
who has been in Las Vegas a short little more than an association to prorailway
time visiting Mrs. A. A. Jones and cure more advantageous
Mrs. F. R. Lord, left last night for rates and provide each team with
( alifornia.
plenty of games. An Iron clad league
Airs. Mary L. Smuii is in Las Vegas with a hidebound schedule, many
from her home in Canon City, Colo., people think, would be a bad thing.
visiting her son, Dr. H. id.. Smith. Mrs. The winning) teams soon get a big
Carter, Dr. Smith s sister, accompan lead and the losing teams lose their
HOFFMAN AND GRAUBARTH
ied Mrs. Smith to Las Vegas.
drawing powers and are forced to
F. L. suspend. The fans here will hold a
Santa Fe Superintendent
PHONE MAIN 104
Myers went to Albuquerque last night meeting in the near future to make
in his private car on train No. 7 on plans for the coming season. At that
business. Mr. Myers was accom- time the league proposition will be
discussed.
panied by Mrs. Myers.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Rex and daughter left last night for Albuquerque,
Everybody reads The Optic.
where they will reside. Mr. Rex has
been transferred to the Duke City of- TO SAVE NEBRASKA CORN CROP.
Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 01. Recent exfices of Gross Kelly &Co.
W. R. Smythe, good roads engineer, periments are said to have indicated
went to Santa Fe yesterday after- that seed com in Nebrasna is in the
noon from Chapelle, wnere a state worst condition in its history, and
He ex- that unless something is done at once
road is under construction.
tomor- to remedy existing qpnflitions the
to
Las
return
to
Vegas
pects
crop this year is likely to fall short
row.
about 50 per cent. In an effort to
Albuby
of
Ilfeld
Louis
Mrs.
Mr. and
save
this probable loss of from
querque, who stopped here on their
to $40,000,000 a whirlwind eduto
home
way from New York to their
cational
campaign is being planned by
ball
Wednesday
attend the leap year
interests.
business
the
During the
night, left yesterday for the Duke
coming week a half do:;en
1 City.
will start over the state to get
Mrs. B. Archibald and son 'will trains
to test their seed corn
the
farmers
California
for
leave this evening
before
it
is
planted. Each train will
where they will visit friends and rel
of experts oi the Nebe
in
charge
ner
will
visit
atives. Mrs. Archibald
State
braska
Experiment Station.
daughter, Mrs. R. B. Turnbull, in Pasawill be made at every town and
Stops
Here's a woman's stockdena.
village to give the lecturers an
ing of quality and wear.
Judge E. V. Long and Luis Armijo
to explain the situation to
have returned from Mora where they the farmers and Instruct tuem in the
You are proud of
in
Justice
went to attend the hearing
methods of testing seed corn.
once they grace your feet.
of tie contest case of Martinez
court
The way they fit and the way
Martinez, defeated
against Lopezthey wear is a revelation.
candidate' for the state legislature, had
Their dye is one of their superlafiled a contest against Lopez, successtive features. The brightest, truest,
Martinez failed to
ful candidate.
and
the
black
most
surest,
lasting
and the hearing did
court
In
richest shade of tan known to
show up
Wun-derdhosiery making. Dyed with
occur.
not
fast to the last.
Made for all ages and
Doctors assert that there is an unsizes, for women and mm
usual prevalence of grip In Las Vegas
misses.
Out they come! Light
and vicinity as well as several cases
Pour pairs to the box
Is
cough
as a feather delicious,
Whooping
of
pneumonia.
$1.00, or a
grade,
three pairs to the box
prevalent also and is attacking grown
appetizing
$ 1.00. The
people as well as the children. This
cakes, muffins and hunIn
disease Is particularly dangerous
dreds of other inviting
infants, as it often results in pneuthe
dishes everything just
insures
with
attacked
is
imonia or the child
guarantee
toe, heel and sole against
convales-- !
upon
adults,
right. With K C Baking
spasms. Many
need of darning for foot
a dry
attacked
are
by
from
grip,
months.
Powder the results are
cing
ness in the throat which causes
and
at night, robbing the
is
There
no guess-worRosenwald
victims of sleep. The physicians say
You
beforehand
used
be
know
should
ATtrftmn caution
as
the
of'
weather
be pleased
danger
will
the
family
in this kind
is
great.
and
pneumonia
efforts.
For
with
from
grip
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TO BE STAGED

LEAGUE IS

Albuquerque.
O. V. Larrazolo left this afternoon
for Srrta Fe on a short business

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
nd whythe man on
whom everything
depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription
ruling. Every
our
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

DAILY

ROCKY MOUNTAIN TUNEFUL

PERSONALS

Prescriptiooist

VEC1A8

Frequently, headaches and
other annoing ills, bro ight
on by the habitual use of
coffee and tea, make it quite
impossible for a man to think
clearly and do his best work.

POSTUM

.90
Sunrise
$1.60
Spasmodic
$1.35
Sunbeam,
Junior Tattoo.

$1.75
$2.70

Eight Day,

ROBERT J. TAUPERT.
JEWELER

OPTICIAN

AND

LAS VEGAS NEW MFXICO

made of clean, hard wheat
is really a
and
used regularly in place of
coffee or tea which contain
the drug, cafeine.has helped
thousands of people in every
walk of like, by removing the
handicap to natural ability.
food-drin-

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

The change to Postum for,
say, 10 days, may point the
way for you .

RAIN

Distributing

A"'S

WEBER

"Uhere's a reason
Postum Cereal Compiny, Ltd.
battle Creek, Mich.

WAG0NS

EorSuck

"Wrl Sitting and Knitting," Amy
Fibbs and Chorus; "Your Parents are
invited," Miss Jones and Chorus;
"'Tis Just Now Forty Years," Mrs.
Jarvey and Chorus; "Oh, How Jolly,"
chorus.
The songs In the second act are:
"My Beautiful Lady" (Pink
Lady),
Trio and Chorus; "Oh. You Cruel
Girl," Trio; "As Time Rolls Along,"
Fairy Godmother and Chorus; "Oh,
You Shall be the Belle of the Ball,"
Quartette; "Melody of Love" (Gypsy
Love), Mile. Epinard and Chorus;
"Oh, We Know We're Very Wicked,"
Chorus. Finale.
Between intermission the Normal
hand under the direction of Professor
O. C. Zingg will furnish the music.
This organization numbers 24 pieces.
The members of the band ara as follows:
Professor O. C. Zingg, director; Arthur H. Com stock, tuba; Chesley
Thomason Bb base; Lee McCuIlough,
baritone; D. Marion Barker slide
trombone; Paul Marselle first tenor;
o
Clare V. Koogler second tenor;
Armijo, second tenor; S. Omar
Barker solo alto; Frank Condon first
alto; George Noel second alto; Carl
Ellis solo cornet; Raymond Robb,
solo cornet; Philip Calahan, first cornet; Robert Zingg first cornet; John
Reed second cornet; Frank H. ,H.
Roberts, Jr., third cornet;
LeRoy
Brown first clarinet; Sketchley MOore
first clarinet; Antonio Lucero, second clarinet; George Warder, third
clarinet; Howard Peterson piccolo;
Simon Lewis bass drum;
Caldwell
Archibald snare drum; Presentacion
Mortimer snare drum.

VEHICLES
HARNESS

Full Line of

X

THE PLAZA

Manager.
OF SALE

State of New Mexico
In the District Court.
County of San Miguel.
Charles Ilfeld Company,
Plaintiff,
No.7366.

vs.

SADDLES

SEEDS

LAS VEGAS, N. M,

House has five rooms and Is in good
repair. Location Is the best and the
price Is right. You will be Interested
it you are thinking of purchasing a
home.
THE INVESTMENT AND
AGENCY CORPORATION.
Phone 40.
George A. Fleming,

NOTICE

Louis Stern, Defendant
Notice Is hereby given that by virtue of an execution, issued out of and
under the seal of the above named
court upon a Judgment rendered and
docketed in said court oil the 6th day
of February, A. D. 1912, in an ction
wherein the above named Charies
company was plaintiff and the
pbove named Louis Stern was defend
ants, in favor of the said plaintiff and
against the said defendant for the
sum of Ninetttn Hundreds Seventy five
0
and
($1975.22) Dollars, which
execution was directed and delivered
to me, the undersigned, as sheriff In
and for the said county of San MiANOTHER BARGAIN.
guel, I have levied upon the stock of
A neat appearing home on the hill. merchandise of the said defendant
Leo-pold-

II-f-

0

0

ROMAN GALLEGOS,

Sheriff of San Miguel County.

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS

biscuits,

j

L

u

sure

S5on

GOOD CHANCE
To buy something nine at remarkby
ably reasonable prices is afforded de.Miss M. M, Thompson, who has
A

one-hal- f
rided to sell ladies handbara at
leathis
soUing
alto
She
price.
er goods at reduced prices. Everybest qualthing in this sale is of the
are
especially
ity and the handbags
Sixth street.
Miss
Thompson,
stylish.

NEW STYLES HERE

received
Mrs A Standish has just
of the
book
style
new
sample
her
starts,
coats,
beautiful suits,
most
apparel
wearing
ladies'
and
waists
A first
also her new spring hats.
apprentwo
also
cla89 seamstress,
wanted. Mrs.
for millinory are

tices

A. 8UBOh--

'

,i

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

certain.

statements.

k.

Bachar-ac- h
The big team of horses of
brothers delivery wagon became
a tin can
frightened this morning at
corner
at
the
street
the
down
rolling
of Grand avenue and Sixth strtet and
went tearing through the business
section. The horses shied at the
and the driver of the wagon,
..or,
Manuel Lucero, was thrown from his
seat thought not hurt. The team ran
avenue
up Sixth street to Douglas
where it turned east. At the crossing
of Grand avenue the wheels caught
kickin tfce car track and the horses
The
of
the
wagon.
free
themselves
ed
horses then ran to the Bacharacn
barn in the rear of the store. The
exwagon was damaged to a small '
tent.

when you use

BAKING
POWDER
troubles disappear like magic and what was
formerly a day of doubt is now one of pleasure. K C Baking
Powder safeguards the health of your family by insuring
light, digestible food. And the price is right 25 ounces
for 25 cents.
bake-da-

y

He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital, no
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

Send for the K C Coo's Book it's FREE.
The
sent

K C Cook's

free
cans.

Book, containing 90 tested, easily-mad- e
recipes,
upon receipt of the colored certificate packed in 25-ceSend it today.

nt

Jaques

Mfg. Co., Chicago

'nlvrt

J

Luois Stern, with which, he was conducting business on National street,
in the City of Las Vegas, in said
county and state, the object of said
suit being the enforcement of an account stated between the said plaintiff
and defendant, I, the undersigned,
sheriff as aforesaid, will sell the
above described personal property
consisting of groceries, drugs, dry
gods, hats, shoes, clothing, notions,
horse and wagon, feed and accounts
owing said defendant, to the highest
bidder, for cash, at public auction at
the Hilario Romero building, situated
on the northeast corner of the Plaza
in the Town of Las Vegas, in the
County of San Miguel and State of
New Mexico, on the Sixtn day of
April, A. D. 1912, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon of said day to satisfy the
aajd execution, together wilth the
costs of this sale. That the amount
to be satisfied is the principal of said
judgment and costs, amounting to
Nineteen Hundred Eighty-si- x
and
Dollars, together with the sum
of Nineteen and
Dollars beinpc
the intertst on the said principal
sum of said judgment to the said 6th
day of April, the date of said sale.
Dated Las Vegas, New Mexico,
February 13th, 1912.

-

de-lu- xe

lHPLEHENTS

AS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

16, 1912.

Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Notice la hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de- may concern that the following described eatray animal waa taken up by scribed eatray animal was taken up by
Frank Davla, Stanley, N. M., January H. H. Chandler, Cimarron. N. M.,
7, 1912.
February 1, 1912.
One bay mare. 7 years
One bay mare, 10 years
hands.
old.
old, 800 lbs., 14
Branded
Branded
On left hip
On left thigh
Said animal being unknown to wis
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10 before Feb. 26, 1912,
said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad- days after last appearance of this ad
10 days after last appearance of this Jan. 25.
One dark bay horse, about vertisement, said estray will be sold
advertisement, said eatray will be sold 1
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
11 inches high.
feet
by this Board for the benefit of The
this
Board
for
the
by
the benefit of
this Board for the benefit of the
by
owner when lonnd
Branded
owner when found.
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOAPB
On right hip
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. hi
1st pub.' Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22. 1912
1st pub. Feb. 6, last ub. 16, 1912.
On right shoulder
Etiray Advertisement

days after last appearance of this

10

Notice la hereby given to whom It advertisement, aaid estray will be sold
may concern that the following de- by this Board for the benefit of the
scribed estray animal waa taken op by owner when found.
CATTLE 3AN1TARY BOARD,
Hanry T. Nlma, Bast Las Vegas, N.
Albuquerque, N. M.
II, Dec. 3, 1911.
One black female horse. 1 1st pub. Feb. 12, teat pub. Feb. 22, 1912
year old, 600 lbs., 10 hands.
On left hip
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this may concern that the following de
animal was taken up by
Board, unless claimed by owner on or scribed estray
B. Chavez. Quemado, N. M,
Francisco
before March 6, 1912, said date being
1912.
To-wi-

LOBdI

THE

&e Optic

Branded

Eatray Advertisement

To-wi-

4

feet,
old, 15614 lbs.,
Branded
On left shoulder

2

inches.

10

days after last appearance of this

advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner
when found.
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Albuquerque, N. M.
before March 5, 191?, said date being
Feb.
1st
last
12,
pub. Feb. 22, 1912
pub.
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said eatray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
owner when found.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912 Henry T. Nims, East Las Vegas, N.
M., Dec. 3, 1911.

THE

To-wH- t:

WANT

CHAPMAN

COLUMN

:.;

Wanted

t:

1

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

it

To-Wi- t:

To-wi- t:

TAILOR FOR MEN

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was takes up by
H. H. Chandler, Cimarron, N. M.,
February 1, 1912.
One colt, 2 years old, 500
lbs., 13 hands.
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
OATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912
To-w-

Everything Made at Home.

Stylish and

Up-to-d- ate

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
WILL DOLL BUILDING

603 LINCOLN

RETAIL PRICES
or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 lb. Bash Delivery
20 tbs. to 1,00 lbs Eso Delivery
60 lbs. to 200 lbs
Eseh Delivery
Leas Than M lbs Each Delivery

80s per 10

2,000 lbs.
1,00s lbs.

lbs.

per 100 lbs.
0e per 1N lbs.
40e per 1M Ibe.
50c per 100 lbs,
26c

,

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

ATES FOR

To-wi- t:

OATTLE

AN

SANITARY

BOARD,

Albuquerque,
1st pub.

Feb

6,

last

pub.

N. M.
16, 1912.

403

girl,

For Rent

ALWAYS

HANDLED

One red cow,
old, 300 lbs., 3
feet

10

For Sale

months

Branded
On left ribs

ELKS Meets second sad
fourth Tuesday evening of east
month at O. R. Of hall.
Visiting
brothers are cordially Invited. Gee
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler: D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

B. P. O.

D. R. Murray,

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
..NO. 804. Meets second and fourth"
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Pioness
LAS VEGAS COMMANDER Y, NO. 2,
building. Visiting members are oer
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR Reg-kG- l
dially Invited W. R. Tipton, G. K;
ular conclave second Tues-ysasE. P. Mackfl, F. S.
In each month a( Ma

day
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Boucher, 8. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
Meet In the forest of brotherly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the World
hall, on the second and fourth FriLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
ARCH
M' SONS Regular convoca
Consul; G. Laemmie, Clerk. Visittion first Monday in each
ing neighbors are especially welmonth at Masonic Temcome and cordially invited.
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
Williams, H. P.; P. A.
DENTISTS.
Brlnegar, Secretary
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Dentiat
NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has phose
at office and residence.
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,

RANSFORD

CHAPTER

-

Phone Main
Secretary.
Grand avenue.
EL

LODGE

DORADO

KNIGHT8

OF

ATTORNEYS

120

329,

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker
NO.

1,

&

HUNKER

Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys at Law.

New Mexlee,
PYTHIA8 Meets Las Vegas,
every Monday evening In Castle Hall.
PHYSICIANS
Visiting Knights are
Invited.
cordially
H. W.
M. D.
Chas.

E.

Liebsoh-nter-

,

HOUF, D. O.,

Physician and Surgeon
Cha n c e o r
I treat all kinds of diseases,
but
Commander. Harry
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose an
Martin, Keeper of
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records and Seal.
Phones: Office, Main 46: Residence
Vegas 342.
506
Office:
Grand Avenue.
NO
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
705 Sixth Street
Residence:
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
LOCAL TIME CARD
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
T.
J.
Buhler,
secretary;
president;
EA8T BOUND
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Arrive
Depan
1

FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.

Ear mark

M-- ;

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
A M. Regular com
munlcation first and
third Thursday in each

N. O. Herman, W.
Secretary.

1912.

1

Said animal being unknown to this
FOR SALE Edison phonograph, 75
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
records, recorder, ta. Good as new,
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
cast $125. 212 Ninth street. East
days after last appearance of this ad
Las Vegas.
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit, of the FOR SALE A 4 H. P.
motorcycle. In
owner when found.
quire A., Optic.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
No. 2
9:15 p. m
9:10 p. m.
Albuquerque, N. M.
J. E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
HOW'S THIS;
1st pub. Feb 6. last pub. 16, 1912.
11:10 p. m
No. 4
11:05 p m
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
I. O. of B B. Meets
first
every
No. 8
1:16 a. m
1:25 a. m
ward for any case of Catarrh that
Tuesday of the month in the vestry No. 10.... 1:45 p. m
Estr?y Advertisement
2:10 p. m
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
8
at
of
rooms
Montefiore
Notice is hereby given to whom it Cure.
Temple
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
may concern that the fellowing de- WE8T BOUND
We, the undersigned, have known
Isaac
invited
crlbed estray animal was taken up by
cord!:.lly
Appel, No. 1
1:20 p. m
1:46 p. m
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
Charles Greenclay, Sec
Lucy Baley, Orogrande, N. M., Jan. believe him
President;
honorable in all
No. 3
6:10 a. m
0:15 p. m
perfectly
29, 19:12.
retary.
business transactions, and financially
No. 7
4:60 p. m
4:40 p. m
One white horse, 13 years able to carry out obligations made by
m
No. 9
7:00
6:35
p.
p. m
firm.
his
old, 700 lbs., 11 hands.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Branied
Toledo, O,
Meet in Fraternal
Brotherhood
,
fik
i
r i
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken inFirst La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
A. M. Adler, Sachem: David
hall.
the
upon
That was the case with Mrs. W. S.
ternally, acting directly
Branded
blood and mucous surfaces of the sysFlint, chief of records and collector Bailey, McCreary, Ky. 'My wife was
On left hip
tem. Testimonials sent free. Price
taken down with a sever attack of
of wampum. Visiting brother
75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drugwhich run into bronchitis. She
vIcome.
Ear mark
gists.
coughed as though she had consumpTake Hall s Family Pills for consti
tion and could not sleep at night. The
first bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
Said animal being unknown to this pation.
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Compound gava her so much relief
Board.unless claimed by owner on or
How Cold Affects the Kidneys
1.
Meets every Monday evening at that she continued rising It until she
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
Avoid taking cold if your kidneys
on Sixth street. All visit- was permanently cured." O. G. Schaetheir
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
days after last appearance of this ad- are sensitive. Cold congests the kidbrethren
too
work
much
much
throws
cordially Invited to ating
vertisement, said estray will be sold neys, them, and weakens their action
upon
tend. J . D. Fridenatine, N. G. ;
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
by this Board for the benefit of the Serious kidney trouble
and even
V. G.; T. M. El wood, case of kidney or bladder trouble not
Frank
Fries,
owner when found.
result.
disease
Strengthmay
Brigbt's
tbe reach of medicine. No
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer; beyond
en your kidneys, get rid of the pain
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
medicine can do more. O. G. Schaebuild
C.
them
trustee.
V.
and
the
soreness,
up by
Hedgcocb, cemetery
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Albuquerque, N. M.
timely use of Foley's Kidney Pills.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16. 1912. Tonic
in action, quick In results. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
85 cents or two and one-hal- f
for $1.
GREAT WHITE WAY
When you put up an electric sign a:
AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
your place of business you will hav Is sweeping over the town. Old and
done something for yourself as wel young alike are affected, and the
strain is particularly hard on little
year city, for an electric sign Is tlx children
and on elderly people. Foley's
modern great white way of advertis
Honey and Tar Compound is a quick
tng. Keeps your name constantly be safe and reliable cure for all coughs
fore the eyes of the purchasing pub and eolds. Contains no opiates. O
lie sad helps to make Las Vegas loot G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
like a wideawake city. Las Vegas
PHONE MAIN 227
Light and Power company.
To-wi-

hl

Crystal Ice Co
Pure Ice

FOR THE CHILDREN

WE WANT YOUR TRADE
Why? Because we maintain

ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS

the
most cleanly and sanitary conditions
The Ideal Sanitary Dairy is equipped
with the most modern appliances for
handling milk. It leads in the dairy
business of Las Vegas. The milk is
handled by experts and is kept- free
from contamination. If you wish pure
milk telephone Main 312. T. A. Akers
manager.
-

DELICIOUS STEAKS
The Las Vegas Mercantile company
na
makes a specialtiy of alfalfa-fetive and Kansas City beef. Consequently the best steaks to be purchased In this city come off the blocks in
its meat department You are not
getting the best for your money un
less you are buying meat at the Las
ore.
Vegas Mercantile company's

QUICK - SAFE - RELIABLE
NO OPIATES

FOLEY'S

NO NARCOTICS

HONEY and TAR

COMPOUND
A COMMON COLD neglected may go
quickly into tKuur, bkunuhitis, or
PNEUMONIA which often means a sudden fatality.
Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always in the
house and give at first sign of a cold.
Refuse substitutes.
O. G. 8CHAEFER
Red Cross Drug Co.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

d

EARLY SPRING

These warm, sunshiny days give cv
ery indication that an early sprng may
be expected. They also remind people that Potter's ice cream and sodas
are delicious. The Potter confection
ery always is prepared to serve foun
tain dainties. On Douglas avenue,
next the Photoplay.

WANTED Dining room
Railroad avenue.

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de FOR RENT 2 room furnished house
scribed estray animal was taken up by
921 Lincoln avenue.
Rufus Wamel, Animas, N M., Jan. 18,
To-wi- t:

AND

month. Visiting brothers cordially invited.

red-whi-

To-wi- t:

CHAS. LEWIS

OBTAINABLE

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY

CLASSIFIED ADVER
TI8EMENT8
Five cents per line each Insertion
istlmat six ordinary words to a
Ine. No ad to occupy less space than
Estray Advertisement
wo lines. Ali advertisements chargAdvertisement
Estray
Notice la hereby given to whom It
Notice is hereby given to whom It ed will be booked at space actually
may concern that the following demay concern that the following de- at, without regard to number of
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Cash In advance preferred.
scribed estray animal was taken up by ord
V. P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M., JanTraquilino Jaramillo, Blbo, N. M..
uary 22, 1912.
January 19, 1912.
One
spotted
One cow, 3 years old, 700
cows, 8 years old, 750 lbs.
lbs.
Branded
Branded
On left hip
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Ear mark
before Feb. 26. 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this adSpi'q an.mal being unknown to this
Number. Main 2
vertisement, said estray will be sold Board, unless claimed by owner on or
by this Board for the benefit of the before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
owner when found.
days after last appearance of this ad
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
vertisement, said estray will be sohl
WANTED
Experienced girl for genAlbuquerque, N. M.
by this Board for the benefit of the
eral housework. 520 Washington.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912. owner when found.

One femal sorrel horse, 1
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it year old, 600 lbs., 10 hands.
Branded
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
On right hip
Thos. J. Owen, Mineral Hill, N. M,
Branded
January 2, 1912.
t:
On right shoulder
One mare, about 8 years
old, 700 lbs.
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 5, 1912, said date beins
On left shoulder
10 days after last appearance of this
Branded
advertisement, said estray will be sold
On left hip
by this Board for the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to this owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 5, 1912, said date being
Albuquerque, N. M.
10 days after last appearance of this 1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
owner when found.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following deEstray Advertisement
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Albuquerque, N. M.
Notice is hereby given to whom It
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1913 J. H. Buckelew, Estancla, N. M., Feb.
may concern that the following de7, 1912.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Too-wiOne bay horse, 9 or 10 J. T.
Estray Advertisement
Collier, Estancla, N. M., January
Notice is hereby given to whom it years old, 650 lbs., 12 hands.
30, 1912.
a y concern that the following de-Branded
One sorrel mare, 4 years
ribed estray animal waa taken up by
On right hip
hands.
old, 600 lbs., about 13
K D. Monslmer, Isiiior, N. M., January
Said animal being unknown to tills
Branded
30, 1912.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
On left thigh
One sorrel male horse, 12 before March 5, 1912, said date being
Said animal being unknown to this
old, S50 to 900 lbs., 14' hands. 10 days after last appearance of this Board, unless claimed
by owner on or
Branded
advertisement, said estray will be sold before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
by this Board for the benefit of the days after last appearance of this adOn left shoulder
owner when found.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
by this Board for the benefit of thf
On left hip
Albuquerque, N. M.
owner when found.
Said animal being unknown to this 1st pub. Feb. 12. last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
OATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Albuquerque, N. M.
before March 5, 1912, said date being
Estray Advertisement
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
10 days after last appearance of this
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
advertisement, said estray will be sold may concern that the following deEatray Advertisement
by this Board for the benefit of the scribed eatray animal was taken up by
Notice is hereby given to whom it
owner when found.
Rufus Wamel, Animas, N. M., January may concern that the following deCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
18, 1912.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
To-wAlbuquerque, N. M.
One red cow, 11 years old, D. J. Cassldy, Jr., Mora, N. M., Jan1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912 600 lbs., 4
feet.
uary 10, 1912.
Branded
One red and white cow,
On left ribs
Estray Advertisement
years old, 700 lbs.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Branded
&M
Ear mark
may concern that the following de12m
On left hip
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Said animal being unknown to this
Ear mark
John s. A. Martin, Socorro, N. M., Feb.
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
5. 1912.
Said animal being unknown to this
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
One bay mare, 12 years
of this ad- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
after
last
appearance
days
old, 600 lbs.
vertisement, said estray will be sold before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
Branded
by this Board for the benefit of the before Feb. 12, 1912, said date being 10
On left hip
owner when found.
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
"Said animal being unknown to this
M.
N.
by this Board for the benefit of the
or
on
owner
Albuquerque,
Board, unless claimed by
before March 5, 1912, said date being 1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912. owner when found
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
To-wi-

CAR

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement
Not.ce is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
V. P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M., January 22, 1912.
One red cow, S years old,
750 lbs.
Branded
mgm
On left ribs
IP!
Said animal being unknown tc this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.

To-wi- t:

KANT AMD

SHORT ORDERS AND HEGUuaR DINNERS

To-wi-

On left shoulder
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Branded
concern
the
do
that
may
following
On left hip
scribed estray animal was taken up by
M. D. Pineda, Arroyo Seco, N. M.,
Said animal being unknown to this
Feb. 3, 1912.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
One blue horse, 3 years before March 5, 1912, said date being

Kt5f All

IT 18 NOT STRANGE

It is not strange that so many peo
pie eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma
restaurant on Center street The bill
of fare is generous and the price Is
cheap, 25 cents for regular meals
Many people wonder how it is possible to serve such e cellent meals so
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Classified ads. search out the people to whom
amonf all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thin? is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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STOLYPJWS WORK

S. Altman

VICTIM OF BAD

QUERQUE
BURNED

FRIDAY

CATALOGUE

No.

$c

105a, FOR

Ota

STILL BLESSES

SPRING

LUCK

AND
SUMMER IS NOW READY AND WILL BE

MEMBER
ALBUOF
GRAYS' HOUSE IS
ON WEDDING DAY

MAILED

ON

business meeting to be held
junction with the tournament
iwaition to affiliate with the
can Bowling congress will be
ered and acted upon.

RUSSIA

REQUEST.

HAVE
PEASANTS
METHODS
BECOME INDEPENDENT

ORDERS FOR WOMEN'S AND MISSES' TAILOR-MADSUITS AND GOWNS GIVEN ESPECIAL
ATTENTION.
E

Many Las 'vegaa fans remember
Ross Salazar, one of
PLEASE MENTION CATALOGUE No. IPSA.
the beet players
and most gentlemanly members
of
ih Albuquerque.
Grays. Mr. Salazar
wa married
Armor. 3411? mtb 35th; fctrotB.
Wednesday in Albuquerfork.
que and during the
reception for the
mu groom that evening a residence, which had been presented to for the purpose of
nominating candi- of the delegates chosen, Immediately
thfl happy couple by a relative was date for
president and vice president after holding their primaries.
burned by incediaries.
The Herald to be voted for at the presidential
SECUNDINO ROMERO,
election on Tuesday, November 6,
iays:
Chairman.
While a large number of relatives 1912, and for the transaction of such F. O.
BLOOD,
and friends of Mr. and Mrs. Rosendo other business as may
properly come
Secretary.
Salazar, who were married yesterday before it
The various precincts or San Mimorning in the Church of the Sacred
ATTENTION ELKS
Heart, were enjoying a wedding re- guel county are entitled to the folHave you had your photograph
ception in Barelas haU late last night, lowing number of delegates from their made for the new lodge rom? Waterenemies of one or the other of the respective precincts:
man is making sittings and the picPrecinct.
families united by the marriage,
tures are proving as good or a little
relegates
fire to a house at 1 2 1 r. Barelss road, No. 1 San Miguel
2 better than the quality usually turned
which had been presented only yes- - No 2 La Cuesta
4 out by that high class photographer
No. 3 Las
Vegas, south
4 Better arrange for a sitting
leraay to tne newly weds as a gift of
today
the bride's uncle. An alarm quickly No. 4 Tecolote
4 Waterman, the Plaza,
No.
5
Las Vegas, North
7
brought the Second street fire comDID YOU HEAR
9
pany to the scene and the fire was No. 6 Las Vegas, Central
No. 7 San Antonio
2 What the ground hog had to say the
extinguished with a loss of $500, the
2 other day? He declared that six more
house being empty of furnishings at No. 8 Las Vegas, upper
No. 9 Pecos
3 weeks of winter were sure to come.
the time.
2 We had a taste Saturday and Sunday
An investigation made immediately No. 10 Chaperito
3 of what can be expected this month.
after the fire revealed that the in- No. 11 San Geronimo
No. 12 Rowe
2 Better get your coal shed filled up right
cendiaries had also attempted to fire
No. 13 Rociada
2 now.
The Coors Lumber company
the house occupied by Jose I. Balavar,
No. 14 Sapello
u has a plentiful supply and will fill all
a member of the
night police force, No. 15 Las
Manuelita8
2 orders promptly.
who is father of Rosendo
Salazar, No. 16 Union
z
married yesterday to Miss Apodaca.
No. 17 San Patricio
2
MUSCATINE, IOWA.
Although considerable work was done No. 18
Mishawaka
i A city on the Mississippi river, emon the outrage today, no clew was
No. 19 McKinley
i ploys 25,000 men, women and childeveloped which discovered the iden- No. 20 San Juan
2 dren making pearl buttons. When you
of
the
tity
incediary or incendiaries. No. 21 Casa Coloratua
3 are shopping, come in and see the asIt is said on good authority, that No 22
Sabinoso
, . 2 sortment of Pearl Buttons we are
Mr. and Mrs. Salazar, the
newlyweds, Nc. 23 San Jose
4
showing at 5c, 10c per dozen. It will
received last night also a threatening No. 24 La
We are also showing
Uendre
1 interest you.
letter, which contained a notice of No. 25 Pena Blanca
2 lead dress weights, embroidery cotdisaster about to overcome them. It is No. 26 Los Alamos
2 tons, dress shields and children's elaslKlieved that the letter was written No. 27 San
2 tic garters at loc per pair, at the 5, 10
Pablo
and the house fired by the same per- No. 28
Chavez
2 and 25 Cent Store.
son, probably a rejected suitor, jeal- No. 29 East Las
11
Vegas
ous because of the marriage.
No. 30 Canyon de Menuelitas
IN NEW YORK CITY
2
The Salazars suffered considerable No. 31 Puertecito
2
Ton will find Hotel Cumberland, at
annoyance yesterday morning by the No. 32 El Pueblo
2 ttroadway and Fifty-fourtstreet
fact that the bride's veil caught fire No. 33 Los Viiiges
near Central Park, an Ideal location
as she was standing before the altar No. 34 San Isldro
2 In the retail
shopping and theatei
in the church in which the
3 district,
elevated
with the subway,
marriage No. 35 Las Gallinas
ook place
This unnerved the young No. 36 Penasco Blanco
2 and surface
cars at hand. A hand
woman and when the house which No. 37 El Cerrito
2 some, modern, beautifully
furnished
had been given to her and her hus- No. 38 Los Torres
2 hotel with one of the best rest an
2 rants in the city, but moderate
band as a wedding gift was burned No. 39 Tecolotito
bt
2
last night she sustained a still fur- No. 40 Bernal
price. Rooms with bath, $2.50 pei
2 day up.
No. 41 Canyon Largo
Send for booklet Harry P
ther shock.
2 Stlmson, manager.
Friends and relatives of the newly No. 42 Romeroville
4
over No. 43 Los Fuertes
married couple are indignant
2
YOUR SIDEBOARD STOCK
the events of last night and it wlU No. 44 Ojitos Frios
2 is a matter concerning which
you
go hard with the perpetrators of the No. 45 Cherryvale
car- 2
We
careful
attention.
46
should
No.
give
Emplazado
crime in event they are caught.
2
No. 47 Hot Springs
y the famous Sherwood Rye whiskey,
4 properly aged and
best suited for
CALL FOR REPUBLICAN
COUNTY No. 48 Trementina
2 family use.
We also carry a splendid
No. 49 Agua Zarca
CONVENTION.
Fam2 line of wines and champagnes.
A convention of the republicans of No. 50 Guadalupe
2 ily trade accorded our special attenSan Miguel county, state of New No. 51 San Ignacio
2 tion.
The Opera
Goods delivered.
Mexico, is hereby called to be held No. 52 Las Colonias
2 Bar, Charles Farley, proprietor.
the fourth day of March, 1912, in or- No. 53 Enclnosa
Proxies will not be recognized under to select 30 delegates to the repubTHERE'S NO EXCU8E
lican state convention, to be held in less held by residents of the same
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a
the city of Santa Fe, N. M., on the precinct from which the delegates
eighth day of March A. D. 1912, for have been chosen. The various pre- very reasonable Investment you can
the purpose of selecting eight dele- cincts will hold therr primaries as enjoy your sleeping hours as well w
We are selling the
gates and eight alternates to repre goon as convenient, but not later a millionaire.
sent the republican party of the state that the second day of March. 1912. popular brass beds cheaper than ever
of New Mexico in the National repub- The secretaries of the various pri- before. We have many styles in the
fine
lican convention to be held in the city maries are requested to notify the bright and satin finish,
J.
'.;
and
the
pillows.
of
committee
of
this
springs
of Chicago, state of Illinois, on the chairman
& Son
tohnsen
nameR
the
and
of
their
D.
meeting
date
1912,
A.
of
June,
eighteenth day

gm

jtfty

sfc

1912.

16,

in con- - from many parts of the continent.
a pro-- The city is gayly decorated, business
Ameri is largely suspended and jollity and
consid- enthusiasm are abundant.
The carnival proper was ushered in
todav With thn nrrTval of thn roval
yacht bearing King Mardt Gras and
CARNIVAL ATTRACTS MANY.
his suite, a royal salute from the
Quebec, Feb. 16. The week of the Citadel greeted the arrivals. This was
Mardl Gras festivities and carnival of followed by a
procession through the
winter sports has arrived and old streets, culminating in a civic
Quebec is crowded with strangens
WITH DEAD PREMIER'S FARMING

ROSS SALAZAR IS

POPULAR

OPTIC

DAILY

nut-'resse-

FEBRUARY

St Petersburg, Feb. 16. Agrarian
reform begins to bear good fruit.
was the greatest work of Peter A
Stolypin, premier of Russia, whom
in the
Dmitri Bogroff assassinated
ezar's very presence at a gay per
formance in the municipal theater at
Kieff last September.
"While quelling a bloody revolution
Stolypin brought about a peaceful
oae," say those today who were the
premier's bitterest enemies.
His great plan of letting the peas
ants hold land at perpetuity, which
Stolypin inaugurated in 1906, has
given land of their own to 32,000,000
3,000,000
peasants, they
possess
square miles in Eropean Russia and
7,500,000
square miles in Siberia.
And the face of the land has been
changed. The peaasnt now lives on
his property instead of miles away,
as under the old communal system,
when all the land was redistributed
folevery three years.
Besides the owner works intensively
now, for he takes pride in his land.
Here again Stolypin's far seeing
brain came into play. He planned
that the moujik should be a speculator in the world's grain trade. He
SALE
opened hundreds of farming schools FEBRUARY CLEAN-U- P
and hundreds more are being foundWASHINGTON
TROUSERS
ON ROELOPS "SMILE" HATS
ed.
Besides Stolypin arranged that
money should be advanced
to the
peasant farmer at a low rate of in- Styles from present season only worth $3.00,
terest 4
per cent, something unTrousers that are highly recommended by
$3.50 and $4.00, for
known here, hitherto, he Imperial
the leading retailers of the country- - The prices
bank builds granaries and keeps the
we quote you in our February' Sale are so low
peasant informed on grain prices by
that you cannot buy the cloth alone, for the
several Come early and select your style in soft or stiff,
posting official quotations,
and
smoke
London
money.
times a week, in railroad
stations, w Colors, brown, grey,
some in black.
linis and market.
stores have been opened in the mar
GOME IN AND BE CONVINCED
kets; the peasant can buy agriculMEN'S DRESS GLOVES
tural machines on easy terms; me
$3.95
formerly $6.00
chanical experts give
former price $2.25
instruction $1.65
5.00
3.25.
2.00
1.45
gratis to farmers who desire it
4.00
2.95.
"
"
1.50
1.10
The results are as obvious as ben
"
" 1.25
3.50
2.55.
.95
eficent. A sturdy, hard working yeo" 1.50
"
1.00 work gloves
.
3.00
man class is slowly but surely grow
2.00.
"
"
"
1.25
.85
2.00
ing in Russia; this in six years, and
1.45
"
75
.45 "
the plan will not be worked out com
pletely for several years more. The
fact is becoming clearer and clearer THE BEST QUALITY AND THE LOWEST PRICES IN SOLE LEATHER TRAVELING BAGS, SUIT
that agrarian reform has done more
CASES AND TRUNKS THAT Went EVER Dfrtntu IN LAS YtUAS
to calm Russia than all the repressive dictates from this city. Social
dullest month of the year and we need the money, that gives you a chance to buy at
istic and revolutionary agitators have February, the
the following prices:
no success where the moujik owns his
because
all
it
is
10.50
he really cares $10.00
former price $14.50
land,
former price $12.50
"
"
14.50
"
"
11.00 Trunks
for in this life, and once he has it
1100
8.75
"
18.00
"
"
10.50
10.50
he will run no risks.
8.50
"
"
21.0t
"
i "
15.00 Steamers
8.00
A tremendous outcry against Stoly
6.25
"
"
"
16.50
"
12.00
15.00
f
pin arose when he set this work on 12.00
"
"
12.50
"
"
"
9.50
7.00
5.50
foot; a
political parties ridiiculed
and abused it. He never could have
carried it out had he not interested
REDUCED PRICES ON MEN'S UNDERWEAR
the dowager empress in it.

SPECIAL

are in need of ready cash, so we must make
it a busy month. We are still long in the
lowing lines we will cut the price to the
bone, and make it an an object for you to buy and save
money.

WE

SI. 95

.....

A CLEAN

8TA8LE
is an advertisement for livery service.
Good horses and well kept rigs are
what bring the business. The ability
to serve the public at any hour of the
day or night is an Item to be consid
ered Upto-dat- e
livery service, the
kind that Is demanded In every grow
ing city, is best spelled in the name
of the M. L. Cooley livery, telephone

Glastenburg's

Health Underwear and Gooper's Union Suits

J.

n.

CUNNINGHAM,

FRANK SPRINGER.

HOSKINS, Cuhler.

President
nt

LAS VFGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
National Bank
Office with the San Miguel

Wm. G. Haydou
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest PMd on Deposits

the prices too numerous to

mention.

In Our February Sale

on every SHIRT in the
house in laundered and
soft in collars attached and detached flannels and silk lisles.
The following prices
at this sale are hard to

Alain 15.

$1.95

and
repairing is important
should be done right particularly
welt soled shoes which when repaired
should be sewed. Our eelctric driven
Fleming stitcher and Champion finish
er equals hand work, leaving the shoe
flexible and retaining the shape as
when new, costs less and wears lust
as- - long.
Hedgcock's.
MONTH HAS PA8SED
A whole month of the new year hat
passed. Have you started that account
for yourself or your little son o
daughter? If not, you have still 11
months In which to gave. The First
National Bank offers an admirable op

savings

BOWLING

make

and Signal Soft Shirts

former price, $4.00 and
$3.50

We guarantee these
shoes the same as you
would pay us the full
price for.
We have received part
of our spring styles
ready for your

We

$1.45 soft collar attached
1.20
.95
1.35 French flannels
"
1.00
45

have about two dozen suits which are on sale

$2.50... .formerly $3 50
1.65. ..formerly 2.5
1.35.. .formerly 1.75
1.1 5... formerly
1.50
.95.. .formerly 1.25
formerly $2.01
1.5t
"
1.28

"
"

2 01
1.68

formerly 75c and l.Ot

-- broken

Sizes

PRICES VERY LOW

FOR RENT
Two nicely furnished front rooms

with electric lights and bath.
quire 618 Sixth street.

beat.
Cluett-Peabody- 's

A

portunity for accumulating
Your account solicited.

Sale

Special

we can offer you about
four dozen pair of
SHOES at

SHOE REPAIRING

Surplus
$50,000.00

SUE

FEBRUARY, THE DULLEST MONTH OF THE YEAR

Shoe

Capita! Paid in
$100,000.00

Leading features of the program
prepared for the next three days include hockey contests, championship
snowshoe races, a pyrotechnic display
on the h'shts of Levis, a night attack by snowshoers on St. Louis gate,
winter sport competition at Mountain-enc- y
Falls, tobogganing races, an Indian war dance, and a fancy dress ball
at the Chateau Kiuntenac under the
patronage of H. R M. the Duke of
Connaught.

In-

TOURNAMENT

Los Angeles, Feb. 16. Many of the
best bowlers of the Pacific coast are
in Los Angeles to compete In the an- nuaff tournament of
the Western
Bowling congress, which opens here
tonight and will continue for a week
or ten days. Cities as far distant as
Portland, Seattle and Denver are represented and the high class of the
entries gives promise of the most
successful tournament in the history
At the annual
of the organization.

JUL Taichert
THE LEADING
610 DOUGlASfAVENUE,

HABERDASHER

BETWEEN SIXTH AND SEVENTH,

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO

MKT

LAS

VEQA8

DAILY

FEBRUARY

OPTIC, FRIDAY,

16, 1912.

Home dressed
The regular services will be held
chickens, turkeys
and ducks for tomorrow. Peter Roth in Temple Monteflore this evening
at 8 o'clock.
Probate Judge Adeialao Tafoya.
wno hap been threatened with an atFor Rent Four furnished rooms,
tack of pneumonia fd'r several days, with bath and toilet for light housea
of
Old Taylor bourbon
dram
Try
is reported as considerably improved. keeping. Upstairs. Apply at Optic.
a
be Opera Bar.
In a telegram receipted by the Agua
Upon the same day that A. M. Black-wel- l
Fun and frolic for young and old,
Pura company about noon today from
passed away in his home in St
Duncan opera house, February 22.
Owensboro, Ky., it was stated that the Louis. Miles
Norton, southwestern
condition of F. H. Pierce was slightly salesman for the Blackwell-WielandFor painting ana paperhanging, see
Book and Stationery firm of which
improved.
Davis, 414 Columbia.
Phone Main 357.
Mr. Blackwell was head, died in
A marriage license was issued yesMr. Norton was well
Douglas Ariz.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged terday at the court house to Juana Ta- known
in las Vegas, having made
in the wood.
Direct from distillery foya. aged 42, and Miguel Patricio, this
territory for several years. He
to you. At the Lobby, of coarse
aged 12, both are residents of San succeeded Mr.
Wielandy as traveling
Jose.
salesman in the southwest. Mr. WieFred Alleman has applied at .e
landy will leave soon for Douglas jo
court house for $2 as bounty on a
Owing to trouble on the Santa Fe finish
Mr. Norton's territory.
He
coyote killed by him recently at San coast lines train No. lo is due to ar- likely will
stop here for a visit with
Agustln.
rive in l.ns Vegas this evening about friends.
five hours late. Stub No. 10 came in
Manuel Cordova of Sanchez has ap- from
Albuquerque on time.
CARD OF THANKS.
plied at the court house for $15 as
We wish to thank our many friends
on
a
lobo
him
killed
wolf
bounty
by
The
daughter of Dalio through the columns of The Optic for
recently.
Brltton, who is employed In the Santa their great kindness shown us during
Fe shops, died last night from whoop- our recent bereavement in the death
We look out for you 365 days and
ing cough and pneumonia. The child of our babe. We also wish 10 thank
nights. See us February 22 at our had been ill only a few days.
them for the beautiful floral offerings.
annual benefit ball. E. Romero Host
MR. AND MRS. W. M STEWART
and Fire department.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Bernabe
AM) FAMILY.
d
Flores, on February 12, a
The prizes at the Washington's boy. Mr Flores is
very proud of his CHARTER DA?Y AT UNIVERSITY.
Birthday ball are to be more beau- Lincoln Day gift, and "set up" the
Missoula, Mont, Feb. 1C. Charter
tiful and elaborate
than ever
entire force of the Ilfeld company to Day was celebrated at the University
cigars Mr. Flores is bill clerk for the of Montana today with an interesting
Ilfeld company.
program of exercises. Walter S. Hart-maA marriage license was issued yesof Boeman, a member of the state
The Whalen garage has taken the board of education, delivered the prin-ipa- l
terday at the court house to Petra
Gonzales, aged 33, and Narciso San- agency for the R. C. H. "Twentyflve,"
address of the day.
doval, aged 35. Both are residents of manufactured by the R. C. Hupp ManSan Antonio.
ufacturing company. G. L. Cammern
of Denver, traveling representative GRAVEN ORCHESTRA
The inspection committee for the of the car, was In Las Vegas the first
carnival ball February 22 Is Judge D. part of this week.
HEARTILY ENJOYED
J. Leahy, Colonel M. M. Padgett, E.
Frank Dunnean was arrested yesT. Plowman, John D. W. Veeder, Slg
terday afternoon by Officer Charles
Nahm and William H. Springer.
Kelly on the charge of drunkenness. LARGE NUMBER OF RAILROAD
PEOPLE ENTERTAINED BY
Dunnean
pleaded guilty to the offense
Every dollar cleared at our car
TALENTED FAMILY.
was
and
D.
Murreleased
R.
by
Judge
nival ball is spent for the protection
on
of
the
the costs.
payment
of your property.
No member ever ray
The Craven Family Orchestra Band
received a cent salary In 30 years.
which
appeared at the Y M. C. A
Roberto Lopez was arrested y
E. Romero Hose and Fire
on the charge of hauling hall last night set a new high water
without an expressman's license. He mark for the Santa Fe reading room
concerts for the season of 1912, living
The Fraternal Brotherhod will give pleaded guilty and was released on
up to its reputation as an organiza
a leap year ball next Monday even the payment of the costs. Louis Keltion of talented musicians.
From
was
on
arrested
a
similar charge
ing in the O. R. C. hall. Each mem ly
Craven, the leader of the
tieorge
but
not
pleaded
claimed
guilty.
Kelly
ber is entitled to present invitations
troupe, to his youngest daughter, the
to friends. Invitations must be sign- that he was working for Mrs. Arias drummer, all have
great musical abil
hauling goods from her apartment in
ed by the treasurer, C. H. Bally.
not
and
was
ity,
it the best con
only
the Union building, and that the team
cert of the season but one of the most
was
her
Mrs.
Arias veriproperty.
Yesterday was Santa Fe pay day,
enjoyable musical programs ever pre
and, on account of the fact that both fied the statement and Kelly was re sented on the
reading room circuit in
leased.
Both
cases were brought be Las
freight and passenger business has
Vegas. The hall was filled to ca
been heavy, the pay checks were more fore Judge D. R. Murray.
pacity by the audience, which was ap
numerous and for large amounts
The spectacle of two brothers ar preciative of all the numbers of the
than for soma time past. The Santa
rayed against each other in court for program.
Fe has "been working large numbers the
The program as rendered last night
possession of a public office was
of men in the train service and in the
the band varied rrom the classics
presented today in the chambers of by
to well known and popular muslo,
shops.
Judge David J. Leahy when he heard
the case of Camilo Sanchez against pleasing the tastes of everyone pres
Ramon Martinez ,the
son Salomon
Sanchez. Both men are resi- ent. In addition to the regular or
of
Judge ana Mrs. Manuel dents of Santa Rosa. At the recent chestral band program there were sev
Martinez, died yesteruay after a short election both were candidates for the eral vocal numbers.
Miss Queen
illness with grip and pneumonia. The office of treasurer
a reader of talent, appeared
of Guadalupe Stout,
funeral was held touay from the county. Camilo was
defeated bv a with the company last night, giving
Church of Our Lady of Sorrows. small
several readings both pathetic and
majority. Some time ago he
which won the approval of
Judge and Mrs. Martinez lost a little filed contest
comical,
proceedings, alleging that
her
hearers.
All or the members of
daughter as the result of whooping certain irregularities
crept into the
cough several days ago.
election. Camilo Sanchez was county the orchestra played several instrutreasurer under the territorial regime ments during the evening. Miss Irene
during the last three years. Shortly Craven was the accompanist and also
before noon Judge Leahy adjourned played the cornet. George Cravens,
the hearing until 3 o'clock this after- the leader, played the violin with
CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY
noon when it was resumed. It is said great skill but was equally adept on
that one or two other contests from the cornet. Miss Opal Craven played
TO LAUNDRY DAY
Guadalupe county will be. brought up. the clarinet and cornet, Miss Irma
It is asserted Florencio Baca, demo- Craven the cornet and Miss Norma
crat, will contest for me office of Craven, the youngest member of the
George Sena, republican, who -- was company, played the drums and other
traps with the skill of an old timer.
elected clerk of Guadalupe county.
If you make it
The Craven Family Orchestra Band
A sample case
containing specimens will be remembered by all of those
of the ore being taken from the El In the audience last night and will he
LAS VEGAS STEAM
Porvenir mine has been placed in the welcomed to Las Vegps In seasons to
LAUNDRY DAY
lobby of the San Miguel
National come.
bank. Assays have shown the presence of tungsten in the ore as well
you'll never go back fo the as large quanities of copper. Tungsten is a valuable metal and is coming
way.
into general use. The tunnel being
Ask About
driven to connect with the main shaft
of the mine has penetrated tint side
of the mountain to a distance of 290
TRY US ONCE.
OUR SPECIAL
feet and work is being pushed forPHONE NOWward as rapidly as possible. The
concentrator will handle this first and
tion. As soon as it is ready for use
the work of treating the ore will be
begun. In sinking the shaft and driving the tunnel a large quantity of valuable ore has been taken out. The
concentrator wll handle this first and
by the time It is disposed of the regular output of the mine, it is expectWe can Save you at Least
Phone Main 81 617 Douglas
ed, will be sufficient to keep the
plant busy constantly.

LOCAL NEWS

30c

A DOZEN

at GREENBERGLii S

i

For Strictly Fresh

CLEU UP

FINAL

FROM

y

GATHERED EGGS
TOMORROW
SATURDAY THE I7TH.

FEB. 15 TO 25.

Any Suit in The

House

13.50

d

IKEDAVIS

FOR

Then we Invoice

nine-poun-

I- S-

THERE

A SEASON
AND A

REASON
FOR EVERYTHING

This is The Place

The Quality

TRY THESE

Burnaham and Morrills' CLAMS
Burnaham and Morrills' Clam Juice
Burnaham and Morrills' Clam Chowder

They'll Please You

A

STEARNS

H.

PURE THINGS TO EAT.

FEW OF OUR

PRICES

AT

THE HOME

OF QUALITY
HU.1

UK

CASH SPECIAL SALE
FOR THREE DAYS ONLY

I

sack Boss Patent Flour
sack Boss Patent Flour
sack Old Homestead Flour
M, sack Old Homestead Flour
15 lbs. Sugar
1 large can Utah Tomatoes
3 cans Fall
City No. 2 Tomatoes
3 cans Midway Club Corn
3 cans Fall City
Hominy
5 lbs. Mexican Beans
5 lbs. Good Rice
3 pkgs. Macaroni
3 pkgs.
Spaghetti
3 pkgs. Vermicelli
3 Quaker Corn Flakes
3 Nudavene Rolled Oats
80c. Green and Black Tea
4 oz. Bottle Burnett's Lemon
Extract
Qt jar Bismark Mince Meat...,,,
Qt, jar Pure Fniit Apple Butter, .
8 Bags Salt
8 bars D. C. Soap
8 bars
Light House Soap
9 bars Magic Washer Soap
6

)

FEBRUARY

Rum

3 lb.
6

n.

10 lb.

T

--

-

c,"-

I5-I6-- I7TR

.$1.55
.
.80
1.50
.
.75
. 1.00
. .10
. .25

,

.
.
.
.
.
.

"
....

.
.
.
,

-

.

.
.

Prime Bacon, per lb

s

I

.40
.60
1.15

.17c

Graaf & Hayward
Store

Co.

JUDGE

LANNING

DEAD.

Trenton, N. J., Feb. 16. United
States Circuit Court Judge William
M. Lanning died at his home in this
city today from heart trouble. Judge
Lanning was to have sat with Circuit
Court Judges Gray and Burfington in
the government suit against the United States Steel corporation and its
subsidiaries.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

SALES

20 Per Cent

PERRY ONION & SON

f. 3BSS
--

Our

will soon be
for
Fire Insurance. Our rates will depend
on the condition our city presents.
It's time to get busy. Remove conflagration, breeders.
QtETtBR. BROTHERS,
Tel. Main 124.
614 Lincoln Ave.

dty

d

Progressive
Seedsmen

in,

25 Per Cent Discount
ON ALL

news.

BOY'S AND CHILDREN'S

SUITS and OVERCOATS
GREENBERGZR,

You who are doubtful
aboil Electric Advertising.
Customers follow the light,
put up an Electric Sign and
have your windows lighted
by our special low flat rate.

a

'

J

WE FURNISH

THE

SIGN

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

CO A

L

AND WOOD
NUT

SUGARITE LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
In XI
D. W.CONDON

ir-"- ..

Jefferson RaynolJr Pre J dent

E. D. Reynolds Vice President
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

Hal.'ett Reynolds Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

GROCERIES
AT-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,'

$100,000

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

bank adopts every desirable method
While this
it never loses sight of that essential

of modern
qualityi Absolute Safety

Interest Paid cn Time Deposits

AND

Florists
507--6T-

The Onuc prints all

Copyright Hart Schaffner & Marx

ASSORTMENT

IN

We Always Have The Best of Eatables
1

13.50

ed

30

can Pure

Tfie

.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.50
.30
.30
.1
.25
.25
.25

Lard.,.,
can Pure Lard...
can Pure Lard...

Your Choice

eater-afternoo-

For Every 'Seasonable Thing in the Grocery Line
And There's a REASON Why we sell them.

J.

"UNTIL THEN"

n

A PLACE

10 DAYS

H

BOUCHER

ST.

Phone Vegas

121

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

